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Echoes Preface
Echoes from invisible landscapes is a collaborative
project led by the Echo Collective Network, which
was launched in 2015. The network is an Alp-Adriatic
initiative led by Enterprise Z (AT), along with
Austrian partners Wieser Verlag and the University
of Klagenfurt / Celovec, the Slovenian organisation
Zveza Mink Tolmin and the Croatian cultural
organisation Mani d.o.o.
Echoes from invisible landscapes was launched in 2016
as a smaller scale cooperation project, co-funded
by the EACEA Creative Europe programme and the AlpAdriatic Alliance, in addition to other local and
national financial support and sponsors.
Echoes from invisible landscapes is rooted in the
Alp-Adriatic region between Austria, Slovenia and
Croatia. We invited regional and international
artists, researchers, visitors, and local populations
to participate by engaging with hidden layers of the
region, creating new collaborative inter-disciplinary
work. Landscapes stands for tangible and intangible
heritage, for culture as the basis for individual and
group identity. Echoes relates to the individual and
collective stories of people and their natural or
constructed environment.
Artists and researchers were invited to listen,
to capture and to work with the regional echoes.
They developed new projects that themselves became
resonating objects and ideas, carrying their own
distinct echoes to a wide audience across local
and national borders. The project was intended as
a catalyzer, a role model, encouraging an active
engagement with cultural communication across the
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region. We believe that art and culture are integral
components of society that promote curiosity,
imagination and mutual respect.
Echoes from invisible landscapes took place across
decentralized urban and rural areas, across borders
and in the periphery. In a geographic sense, we
try to democratize the cultural process by shaping
our artistic worlds from outside major cities. In
the course of the project we brought international
artists to rural audiences and created platforms
for cultural dialogue beyond both geographical and
disciplinary borders, merging genres and practices
ranging from traditional and experimental art and
performance to academic research and publishing,
utilizing media and technology to broaden our
outreach.
Echoes from invisible landscapes set out to cement
the status of participative and inter-disciplinary
cultural work in the Alp-Adriatic region. In a
range of workshops, seminars, symposia, concerts
and performances, field trips, applied research,
collaborative exhibitions and other presentations,
the project has brought together artists, researchers
and audiences in a border-crossing series of events.
Echoes from invisible landscapes has left a trail
of thought and reflection across the Alp-Adriatic
region and beyond. We hoped from the outset that our
initiative would inspire similar projects in other
regions. As our work approaches its conclusion, we
look forward, listening out for new resonances.
The Echoes Collective
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Echoes - Ideas, Intentions,
Interdisciplinary Perspectives
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Our perception of Echoes
Strands of identity, of
places and people are
woven together to make up
the cultural landscape
around us. These strands
leave physical, cultural,
individual, emotional,
historical, ethnic,
linguistic and social
traces; traditions,
places, memories and
forgetting are the fabric
of peoples’ lives –
collective memories woven
into the landscape.

In many different projects, for example the Klangzeit
Festival at Klanghaus Untergreith, Enterprise Z
examines the interdependency of society and nature as
a cycle reflected in the mimetic reflexivity of art and
nature. Aristotle tells us that art imitates life.
Life, however, also imitates art – mirrors in mirrors,
each level of perception transforming that which is
reflected as an echo. Enterprise Z sees culture as a
social phenomenon, and encourages artworks and cultural
practice that challenge traditional structures,
involving interaction and audience participation.
Enterprise Z challenges local populations (encouraging
audiences to become actively involved in cultural
processes) and international artists (as agents of
cultural reflection) to reconsider social structures
with reference to people’s relationships with their
surroundings.
As the coordinator of the transdisciplinary project
Echoes from invisible landscapes, we were aware that
the partners had very different approaches in relation
to the goal of this project, and it was initially
difficult to find a common thread through the different
contributions. However, at a more advanced stage, the
diversity within the project access was discovered to
be very positive and fruitful for all stakeholders.
The different approaches and perspectives, and exchange
between various disciplines, was enriching for the
partners and the project as a whole. We saw our
role as coordinator in avoiding the formation of a
hierarchical system in favor of a dynamically moving
democratic network in which all the actors assumed
maximum responsibility for their contributions. It was
also important for us to emphasize the value of the
network to all the project partners, ensuring ongoing
interaction and exchange.
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previous page view of Görtschitztal, photographer Barbara Maier

As organizer of the Klangzeit Festival in the Klanghaus
Untergreith, located in southern Styria on the Slovenian
border, it was our approach to find the echoes in the
sounds of our region. We invited different artists to
collect different sounds from the Alps-Adriatic region
and put them together to form an interactive sound map
on the Echoes website. The artists listened to these
sounds, analyzed and subsequently processed them into
their own sound compositions. In a further step, the
transformed echoes were redelivered to the regions
and their inhabitants in the form of newly developed
compositions as part of the Echoes on the Road project.
The project carried artistic exchange, dialogue and
various levels of creative communication through the
region.

Our Europe, the cultural
sphere we shape in our
work, is a paradigm of
democratic fairness. It
is our responsibility
to uphold the paradigm;
to work constructively
against fear-mongering
and closed-mindedness,
retaining awareness of
the value systems in
place and working towards
communication, acceptance
and tolerance.

In addition, our echoes also found resonance in several
European cities as part of the The Sound of Europe.
On the one hand, we presented our project Echoes from
invisible landscapes to different audiences, while on
the other hand we collected sounds from these cities
and on the basis of this sound material, entered into
dialogue with sound artists during several concerts.
The cultural diversity of Europe was evident in various
different musical approaches and made audible in the
soundscapes and field recordings that were collected
across the region. We connected the sounds of places in
echoes that functioned like bridges, connecting people
and giving rise to new echoes.
Mia Zabelka
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Harvesting Echoes
Resonating Landscapes
Echoes from invisible landscapes is a journey through
the Alp-Adriatic region. It is an ongoing exploration
of layers of culture, history and society in a
poetic and practical, active reflection of people and
places, identities and traditions, expression and
communication.
We founded Mani d.o.o. in Croatia in 2005 in order to
expand our work in art and culture across European
borders. Our roots in visual and applied arts, sound
and music were the starting point for the creation
of a platform based on collaboration and openness,
transcending boundaries between genres and nations
in a growing European network dedicated to fostering
cultural exchange.
Personally and professionally, we are deeply
committed to developing sustainable and dynamic
projects that bring artists, thinkers and audiences
together with the broad intention of upholding the
value of art and culture in society.
We travel extensively throughout the Alp-Adriatic
region, seeking encounters with traditions and
practices that give voice to individual and
collective histories.
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The road to Sveti Mikula, photographer Karin Schorm
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Echoes from invisible Landscapes was born of the
desire to work together with an interdisciplinary
group of curatorial partners towards a multi-layered
cultural appraisal of the Alp-Adriatic region. We
invited artists, thinkers, researchers and local
inhabitants from diverse backgrounds in order to
bring hidden layers of the region into focus. In so
doing, we hoped to discover the similarities and
differences that make places regions and, whilst
preserving individual identities, let us talk about a
shared or common culture.
We started developing the concept together with our
project partners in 2015. The historical resonances
were evident. 100 years after the First World War,
questions arose which led directly to the partners’
project activities, notably Javorca by Bratko Bibić,
the work that Zveza Mink Tolmin commissioned in the
summer of 2016 and Wieser Verlag’s 2018 publication
Echo des Jahrhunderts, with its underlying question,
“nothing has changed; has nothing changed?” 2015
was not just a year of looking back at the horrific
conflict that changed the course of European history,
though. The summer of 2015 saw the beginnings of
international movements of people in exile that gave
rise to a new fragmentation in Europe.
Ignoring colonialist and more recent history, created
in part by self-interested Western involvement
and interference in North Africa and in Asia, our
governments failed to predict that warfare, famine
and human rights abuses would make the homes of
millions of people uninhabitable. Sooner or later,
it was inevitable that they would seek help. When
Angelika Merkel declared “wir schaffen das”, swathes
of European populist politicians felt empowered to
redefine established international definitions of human
rights and refugee aid. The Geneva convention was
called into question, and in the course of the last
three years, the notion of “refugees” has almost
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vanished from West European politics, replaced by the
fear-mongering, right-wing and populist polemicising
about “migrants”; as if people would choose to leave
their homes and abandon their lives, including hardwon social and professional status, to be forced
into internment camps and treated as second-class
citizens. Citizenship itself is now held, by the
right-wing elite, to be a privilege rather than a
right – in clear disregard of the United Nations
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, that has
defined international legislation and behaviour since
1948.
Language and behaviour that had no place in public or
socio-political life has entered the public sphere in
an insidious and gradual way, provoking journalists
and historians to remind readers and listeners that
the totalitarian regimes of the 20th century were
largely democratically elected and did not come
about suddenly, but step by step. When, however,
democratically elected politicians publicly voice the
question of whether it might be acceptable to let
people drown at sea, to choose not to save people we
see are at risk of dying, or to send them to places
where torture, rape and inhuman conditions prevail,
we realize how far we have come. There remains no
choice but to react.

Echoes are acoustic or
imagined remnants of
individual and collective
histories, reflected
from the surface of
natural or constructed
surroundings. Landscapes
stand for heritage, for
culture and the basis
of individual and group
identity. Culture is
that which pervades our
landscapes and remains;
the vibrating resonance
of an echo.

Art and culture reflect on the world, and also hold
up a mirror, reflecting the world. Art and culture
communicate beyond language. They can transfer the
specific to the universal. They can imitate, reflect
and transform. They can comment and criticize. They
can proffer means towards change, perhaps towards
hope. They cannot, in their very nature, remain
silent; art and culture communicate. They happen and
grow out of and are created in context.
Every creative moment can be construed as sociopolitical commentary.
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Tomislav Brajnović, who showed his works at two
of Mani d.o.o.’s Echoes from invisible landscapes
events in Istria and has contributed an essay to this
book, postulates, in the age of “digital man”, the
end of individuality in a contemporary Armageddon
resulting in a singularity of humankind in the realm
of artificial intelligence. There is no space left,
he recently said in a conversation with us, for
artists to create. What artists have to do is show
the status quo, to document and comment on our times.
His conceptual approach and expression are one form
of reacting to the world from within the cultural
sphere. Others include sound and music, painting and
photography, language in the form of literature and
poetry, and reflection and research.
Echoes from invisible landscapes set out to cover
a lot of ground over two and a half years. The
various specialities and focuses of the participating
organisations were a step towards expressing this
diversity, ranging from music and workshops to
exhibitions and events, books bringing together
literature and history, and applied research bringing
together academics and artists in a study of the
Austrian Görtschitz valley, its predicament and its
inhabitants.
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The interdisciplinary aspect was both enriching and
a challenge. It goes without saying that curators,
publishers and universities have different ways of
working and, in their individual pursuits, different
goals. We defined our common ground in an exploration
of the region, and our intention to work together
across our respective fields and beyond our respective
comfort zones. There were a number of tenets and
goals that would ensure a cohesive project: the
geographical framework; the collaborative, network
element; the balance between individual expertise
and group endeavours; the involvement of artists
and researchers across the network; mobility of
participants and the work they would create between
partner groups and countries; participation in one
another’s initiatives, to name but a few of the
structural elements we undertook together.
Throughout the course of the project, we met, as a
curatorial group (The Echoes Collective) at scheduled
organisational meetings and at a series of network
events. Each time we came together, we revisited the
title of our project, and re-considered its meaning
and implications.
photographer Zahra Mani
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The interdisciplinary,
border-crossing exchange
between art, music,
performance, literature,
ethnology and cultural
anthropology, culture
& curatorial practice
can be seen as a complex
arch with each partner
organization as one of
the supporting columns.
The roof is what connects
us and creates auspices
under which cultural
exchange is fostered on a
level that is larger than
the sum of its parts.
Each group’s expertise
is essential to a greater
whole, which is a network
in which artistic
exchange, mobility,
culture and communities
are challenged to go
beyond their regional and
national boundaries.
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The landscapes we envisaged during the development of
the project were always intended to be both physical
and metaphorical. Landscapes are topographies
and geographies; the Alp-Adriatic region, as its
nomenclature declares, spans the mountains and the
sea. Not the Alps all the way to France, nor the
Adriatic all the way to Greece, but the places in
between.
The betweenness resonates strongly with Mani d.o.o.
Between is what we do, between is where we are;
between is very much our element. In this between
space, between the Alps and the Adriatic, we see an
enormous breadth of landscapes, fields and forests,
plains and valleys. We encounter vegetation spanning
the boundary between butter, pumpkin seed oil and
olive oil, beer and wine, and societies reflecting the
linguistic diversity from Romance to Indo-German to
Slavic, as well as the remnants of the 20th Century
divisions of the Iron Curtain; a landscape rich not
just with vegetation and (agri)culture but also
with the traces of ancient and more recent wars and
conflict.
Beyond the physical landscape, we used landscapes to
describe metaphorical layers pertaining to place.
These layers are manifold and include people in their
individual and collective identities, individual
stories and collective histories, languages and
other modes of expression from music to poetry and
song, dialects and idioms. Beyond people, landscapes
also refer to the health of the land, to flora and
fauna, to nature and human intervention in the form
of building, settlements, villages and cities,
roads and dams and industry and contamination. These
elements resonate across the region, as we saw in
the University of Klagenfurt’s applied research into
Austria’s Görtschitz valley, that was shaken by the
contamination of fields and groundwater with the
poisonous substance HCP leaked from a cement factory
some years ago, and the asbestos contamination in
Tolmin, Slovenia.

The Alp-Adriatic landscape also points, for us,
towards other, neighbouring and analogue landscapes.
The region is at the heart of our undertaking and
at the same time symbolic for other regions and
places. The Alp-Adriatic region is the geographical
and cultural locus that connects the Echoes
Collective member groups, the inspiration for our
work, the physical canvas and frame, or stage, for
our initiative. It was also our intention, or hope,
from the very beginning that this first edition of
Echoes from invisible Landscapes should act as a
pilot project or role model, resonating out to other
regions, perhaps towards the Balkans, or Scandinavia,
or towards Spain and Portugal, or as a wider, growing
network across Europe.
The invisibility came about in our conviction that
we were setting off to explore and uncover aspects of
the region and its culture that have become hidden,
or are generally overlooked. It also presented a
series of simple questions: how to make the invisible
visible? What is a landscape you can’t see? What
makes the invisible special, or interesting? What
happens when we find it? Does it want to be seen?
Fundamentally, beyond the poeticism, the invisibility
points towards aspects that are forgotten or
repressed, layers that conceal other, deeper layers,
foundations, perhaps, that reveal something about the
people and places we wanted to work with. Cultural
work and research, in the manifestation of their
“results” in an exhibition or performance, a book
or a lecture, tend to want to reveal something, to
throw light on something that hasn’t been seen quite
that way before, postulating a perspective that might
provide a new way of looking, or acting, or being in
the world.
Echoes, finally, are resonances. They are necessarily
invisible; they are sound, reflections of sound.
Their sounding board is landscape; a physical body,
a surface, against which the sound-wave collides
and is sent back. Echoes are sound and memory;
19

they are the transformation of an original sonic
moment, an audible remnant that itself is heard as
an auditory event. Echoes, like mirrors in mirrors,
have an infinite potential and are dependent on
perception. They resonate in an abstraction that
carries them from the past, the sound they reflect,
into the present and remain, in memory and sonic
decay, stretching into the future. Echoes are also
repetitions, and remind us that history repeats, as
it transforms. They remind us, too, that time is not
as linear as we think, and that transformation is not
just possible but an organic process.
At one of our last organisational meetings, Klaus
Schönberger from the University of Klagenfurt
mentioned that the echoes were no longer sufficient to
transport the sum of our work together, and suggested
that we had progressed into a realm of imagination,
but with very real implications. We take this thought
to imply the extent to which our multi-disciplinary
collective, in our work towards trans- and interdisciplinary exchange, enriching one another’s work
and learning together, extending the added value to
participants, artists, students, researchers and
audiences, does indeed share an idea, an imagination,
of what our common pursuit has become.
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Echoes from invisible Landscapes set out to explore
the region through diverse cultural approaches,
bringing audiences, artists and researchers
together in a series of collaborative events
that would create dialogue and new artistic
works, travel through the Alp-Adriatic region and
transport the elements of the region we discovered
in sound, word and image to other people and
places. The political situation could not be
ignored and became an integral part of our work
in progress. Musicians and photographers joined
cultural anthropologists in the field, writers
improvised in live music performances and activists
joined the dynamic discourse, reminding us of the
broader context. Exhibitions, workshops, concerts,
journeys and public discussions all reflected on the
hidden echoes we harvested, nurtured, and shared.
The echoes will continue to resonate, and we look
into future landscapes, led by the need to retain
culture and creative communication at the centre of
European society.
Zahra Mani, Karin Schorm

Lost field, photographer Karin Schorm
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Because I originate
from an invisible landscape…
I come from an invisible landscape, a landscape
which seems to be hidden somewhere far, far
away, but not until you venture into it, do you
realise that it’s even further…further away from
the conceited metropolitan attitude, further away
from the epicentre of everything. And despite
everything it remains here. If you only wish to
get closer to it, you realise that it’s quite
vivacious and visible, always in the stream
of what’s going on, sometimes directly in the
epicentre, even though it’s just an earthquake and
not humble in its smallness. You only have to get
past the invisibility part. In a landscape more
famous for high mountain pastures and cheese, in
a landscape marked by a an impressive number of
deaths a hundred years ago at the Isonzo front,
in a landscape through which one of the world’s
most beautiful rivers flows – the emerald Soča, in
a landscape where the world is upside down…This
kind of landscape has inspiration in spades and
welcomes creative people of all sorts in its safe
and creative arms. Full of inspiration it offers
the possibility of creating in a peaceful, hidden
environment.
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Echoes from invisible landscapes is a project
which brought invisible and less understood, less
accepted elements into our (invisible) landscape.
With the intertwining of different forms of
creativity and presenting of the tragic historical
events from some other, in this case a creativeresearching perspective, the project brought into
this invisible landscape progressive, philosophical
views of the interpretation and placement of tragic
historical events of the Great War that made a
lucrative tourist product out of the tragedy.
With the help of the echoes we, in the invisible
landscape, also made the sensitive theme of
environmentalism visible, but because of capitalist
reasons it remains hidden, invisible and unheard.
But the best thing we got out of the echoes in our
invisible landscape is most certainly new genuine
friendships and co-operations which will continue to
bring fresh creative added value to some invisible
landscape in the future.
Janez Leban

Zadlaz Žabče, Winter 2018, photographer Sanja Popov Leban
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Presenting Echoes
Art and culture are
expressions of people
in and from places and
traditions that transcend
boundaries by being
audible, visible, and
perceptible.

An echo lost in the invisible landscape mirrors
the premonition of change, when animals feel the
approaching tremors of an earthquake, warning their
surroundings by their behavior and alerting their
environment. Even though the echo may seem invisible,
its effects and forms are recognizable in a tangible
and intangible way, especially if they remain
misunderstood by the human mind.
Like the echo, the landscapes, in the transformed
materialization of embodiment from a previous
appearance, become blurred, which in turn, creates an
echo of its future transformation, thus perpetuating
spiritual and mental renewal - the innovation of
which will later be recognizable as the flutter of
later developments. The invisible landscapes fuse
with the sound of the echo into the all-enveloping
cloud.
At the beginning was the Word. The word became a book
- was recited, read silently and attention was drawn
to it in discussions and in radio conversations (Ö1,
Agora, Litradio in Frankfurt). It was heard, in the
form of a book, taken in the hand, handed further and
spread. From June 2016 to November 2018, four major
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discussion events took place, dedicated to the Echo
of the Century, in which among them in November 2016,
the Carinthian governor also participated: three
one-hour broadcasts on Ö1 and the transmission of
the Think Tank in the form of a stage reading in the
Klagenfurt Castle upon the publication of the volume
Reading Europe, Echo of the Century, the publisher’s
reading of the volume Echo of the Century – Traces
of Loss, as part of the Long Night of Research at
the University of Klagenfurt, and the event in the
Javorca from Kobarid in the trendy restaurant „raj“
to an interested public in Klagenfurt / Celovec.
And then there came the book fairs, where the echo
came, visiting briefly and continuing as a resonating
echo. The book fairs, three times in Frankfurt and
in Vienna and twice in Leipzig, London and Ljubljana
respectively, fulfilling the souls of more than 12000
people. And for those who were seeking continuity,
a notebook was provided, so they could themselves
write down their own feeling of Echoes from invisible
landscapes...
Wieser Verlag
Echoes notebook, photography Wieser Archiv
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What does Echoes mean to us?
During the course of the sub-project Selfies im
Görtschitzal it became apparent that what we were
working with were not echoes, but rather resonances.
It is therefore barely adequate to describe the many
reactions, but also the specifics of our co-production
with the artists, the publisher, and the festival
organisers, as echoes. Instead, it is more precise
to speak of resonances, which became central to our
research endeavours: Resonances in the cognitive,
visual, and auditory sense. The space devoted to our
exhibition transformed into a resonance chamber, in
which different aesthetic dimensions were able to
oscillate.
One such co-production is the sound installation
based on field recordings, Unsichtbares Tal (Invisible
Valley), by the musician and composer Zahra Mani.
Together, we explored the Görtschitz Valley. Zahra
Mani recorded sounds, and we, the ethnographers,
unlocked the landscape for ourselves by traversing
it, taking field notes, and using photography. Within
the scope of the exhibition Going Görtschitz at
Alpen-Adria-University Klagenfurt, arranged along
the length of a 40 metre closed bridge connecting
two university buildings, visitors listened to the
sound collage by the artist, who created this piece
of sound work on the basis of our research efforts.
The analytic perspective of the interaction of rural
structures, of family relationships, of the role of
associations, the invocations of home and landscape
culminated in a piece of work that keeps pace with
the cognitive and visual dimension on the auditory
level.
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This approach extends our cognitive knowledge,
because here, a dimension breaks into our resonance
space (the exhibition) through the collected and
collaged sounds.
This dimension has a documentary nature on the one
hand, but it also answers the question about the
present and the future of the Görtschitz Valley in a
synaesthetic way, adopting an expanded form through
the senses addressed in the exhibition. In this
way, the exhibition site turned into a resonance
chamber. This did not function as an echo space,
but instead emerged as an aesthetic experience of
its own, due to the mutual relations. Because the
exhibition was arranged along one of the daily routes
taken by students and university staff, the aesthetic
experience became commonplace for a span of several
weeks and some people even took a detour in order
to repeat this quick passage through the Görtschitz
Valley more than once.
Ute Holfelder, Barbara Maier, Klaus Schönberger
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In this transdisciplinary project, I experienced once
again how different the conditions of production and
logics of art, science, and cultural institutions
are: While science needs a great deal of perseverance
before it can offer results – to gather data, for
instance, and for planning, writing and revising
texts – artists usually have something to show far
sooner – a photograph, a sound improvisation. The
process of creation seems shorter to me (though,
of course, in each case there is a long individual
history of learning and hard work), albeit the
process is very intensive at certain stages, and has
a less certain outcome than in the case of science:
At some point, it always asks the question whether a
piece of art “works”.
What I liked about our sub-project Selfies im
Görtschitztal was that we, the scientists, set off
together with students, artists, inhabitants of the
valley, and the entire Echoes collective, to discover
and understand the “silent valley”. The resulting
references and resonances linger still: I am looking
forward to the projects in the Görtschitz Valley
that will follow on from the Echoes project, such
as those addressing the Hüttenberg Reiftanz (hoop
dance) and the asbestos contamination. In the case of
the latter, this project guided us directly to the
place of action of our Echoes project partners in
the Slovenian Soča Valley. I am especially pleased
that our exhibition Going Görtschitz elicited such
a positive resonance among the inhabitants of the
Görtschitz Valley.
Ute Holfelder

What was this? The joint exploration of a valley,
which has a toxic image that cannot be felt, smelled,
or seen. An attentive contemplation using our own
eyes and through the eyes of the others. Taking steps
together and leaving prints behind. Feeling sympathy,
sensing resonances, and experiencing gratitude. Made
blissfully happy by the music of Mia and Zahra, and
the many other musicians at the events in Styria,
in Istria, in Tolmin, and in Klagenfurt. Practicing
tolerance and patience, being shaken to the core.
Working through the entire spectrum of emotions.
Savouring the wonderful moments and all that has been
accomplished. Letting ourselves be inspired anew. And
ultimately, the ability to feel grateful.
Barbara Maier
Art, or more precisely, artistic research and
ethnographic research are often regarded as related
epistemic systems. In particular, the respective
meaning of subjectivity serves as a gauge for
this spiritual kinship. But this also complicates
matters. Forces of attraction and rejection meet.
They confirm and contradict each other. However, we
were not concerned with a supplement or an additive
juxtaposition. The perpetual aim of our project was
a co-production. It failed, and then it succeeded
after all. This was the case, for instance, when
we became aware of an unanticipated commonality
with the Görtschitz Valley thanks to our project
partner from Tolmin, the organisers of the Sajeta
Festival. Conducting an investigation into asbestos
in the Görtschitz Valley, we learned that there is a
further production plant of the Wietersdorfer Zement
AG in the Soča Valley. This facility had previously
produced asbestos in the Görtschitz Valley and is
blamed for numerous cases of illness.
Klaus Schönberger
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Knappenberg, der Reiftanz als Strauchmodell, photographer Barbara Maier
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Echoes
Projects

Enterprise Z

The Sound of Europe
Enterprise Z’s first contribution to Echoes from
invisible landscapes was the project The Sound of
Europe. The aim was to make the diverse and broad
European landscape of cutting-edge experimental
arts visible. For this project sounds, tones and
noises were collected on a trip across Europe and
compiled to form a sound map of the continent. These
recordings were made in cities including London,
Amsterdam, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Berlin, Bucharest,
Warsaw, St. Petersburg, Lisbon and Brussels reflecting
the cultural and social diversity of Europe. One
central aim of this collection of sounds was locating
artistic and cultural activities that are largely
undiscovered and thus “invisible”. Artists and
creative participants who brought their resonances
along on these trips presented their work at various
locations. Mia Zabelka presented the project Echoes
from Invisible landscapes at a number of locations in
various cities as part of the sound travels.
Participants
John Russell (UK), Maggie Nicols (UK), Henk Zverver
(NL), Carlo Mascolo (IT), Marta Warelis (NL), Raoul
van der Weide (NL), George Hadow (NL), Guilherme
Rodrigues (PT), Naabtal Death (DE), AGogol (DE),
Zahra Mani (AT/UK), Alexei Borisov (RU), Vladimir
Luchansky (RU), Denis Sorokin (RU), Sofia Härdig (SE),
Lars Akerlund (SE), Lotte Anker (DK), Nicola L. Hein
(DE), Ido Bukelman (IL/ DE), Audrey Lauro (FR),
Claude Colpaert (FR), Christian Vasseur (FR), Maria
do Mar (PT), Maria Radich (PT), Asferico (ES), Viv
Corringham (UK/USA), Cashmere Radio (DE), Mia Zabelka
(AT)
The Sound of Europe took place from the 21st August 22nd November 2016
32

previous page ALARM!, photographer Jelena Vojinović, left The Sound of Europe,
photographer Mia Zabelka, right Carlo Mascolo, photographer Karin Lernbeiss
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Klangzeit Herbst
The Klangfest at Klanghaus Untergreith from the 28th
to 30th October 2016 was dedicated to The Sound of
Europe. The project challenged the local population
and international artists, as “agents of cultural
reflection”, to rethink the status quo of social
structures against the background of our relations to
our environment in the Alps-Adriatic region between
Austria, Slovenia and Croatia.

histories of people and their natural or designed
surroundings. Artists and scientists were invited to
listen to these echoes, to record and process them.
They developed new projects that then became objects
or ideas of resonance themselves and were sent out
as their own echoes to a wider audience across local
and national borders. Thus, the festival served as a
catalyst for further investigation of echoes.

Landscapes, according to the original concept, stand
for tangible and intangible heritage, for culture
as the basis for individualism and group identity.
Echoes emanated from individual and collective

The Sound of Europe was a sound installation that
was presented at the Sound Gallery of Klanghaus
Untergreith on the three days of the festival.
Artists and participants who were involved in the
various journeys presented their work. The Klanghaus
lent itself as audible resonating body that amplified
the echoes generated by the artists, making them
heard across geographic regional borders.
Participating artists, scientists and curators:
Sofia Härdig (SE), Zahra Mani (AT/UK), Sanja Popov
(SI), Janez Leban (SI), Klaus Schönberger (AT), Ute
Holfelder (AT), Carlo Mascolo (IT), Forest Floor (AT,
NO, SE, IR), Mia Zabelka (AT), Paul G. Smyth (IR),
Ståle Liavik Solberg (NO), Karin Schorm (AT), Emil
Strandberg (SE), Asferico (ES), Wieser Verlag (AT)
The public launch of Echoes from invisible landscapes
in Austria took place at Klanghaus Untergreith from
the 28th - 30th October 2016
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left Paul G. Smyth, Ståle Liavik Solberg, Emil Strandberg and Mia Zabelka
right audience, photographer Karin Lernbeiss
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Echoes from the
Alps-Adriatic Region

Our interpretation of the invisible landscapes are
the sounds of the Alps-Adriatic region. We collected
sounds, which are very typical, specific items or
signals of the area, for example the sounds of
Klapotetze in South Styria or special dialects in
Carinthia.
An interactive sound map, developed especially for
the project, presents the sounds in visible relation
to the locations where we found them, and makes them
audible.
Sound and performance artists were invited to
participate in the project, developing and
presenting their work based on the sounds that
had been recorded, which resulted in a series of
sound performances, installations and intermedia
projects. These were resonating Echoes from invisible
landscapes, new reflections and interpretations of the
cultural heritage of the Alps-Adriatic region.
Participants
Mia Zabelka (AT), Viv Corringham (UK/USA), Zahra Mani
(AT/UK), Ute Holfelder (DE/ AT), Janez Leban (SI),
Boštjan Perovšek (SI)
Echoes were collected across the region in December 2017

The world’s oldest musical instrument
A flute/object made of bear femur discovered
inside a Neandertal campsite near Tolmin
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Viv Corringham, photographer Mia Zabelka, instrument, photographer Ivan Turk
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Echoes on the Road
For this project, Enterprise Z invited artists and
other participants to collect acoustic “images”
from the region and collated them in a sound map,
which was used as the basis for various performances
and workshops in the course of the project. The
Sound of Europe was conceived as an archive for the
acoustic echoes of the region. Approaching the end
of the project, Enterprise Z took stock of the sonic
fragments and brought them back into the regional
landscape.
The journey started on the 18th September 2018, when
three groups of musicians set off in retro camper vans
to carry live resonances of the Alp-Adriatic region
through the landscape.
Three camper vans at Hrelji 45, photographer Jelena Vojinović
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Starting in Austria, Slovenia and Croatia, each
camper van visited various public spaces, some of
which were announced to potential audiences, and some
of which were deliberately spontaneous interventions.
The artists on board played for passers-by, engaged
in dialogue with people and places, and moved on.
The process was an ongoing exchange, a dialogue
between sounds and places, and between people. The
performances entertained, irritated, fascinated
or instigated questions and conversation. The
project was an artistic journey whose essence was
in the process, the travel, the encounters and the
landscape.
Darla Smoking, photographer Jure Tori
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Participants
Austrian camper van Mia Zabelka (AT), Benjamin Finger
(NO), Viv Corringham (UK/USA), Peter Zach (DE)
Slovenian camper van Jure Tori (SI), Darla Smoking (SI)
Croatian camper van Zahra Mani (UK/PK), Roberto Paci
Dalo (IT)
Echoes on the Road took place from the 18th - 21st
September 2018

left Peter Zach, Viv Corringham, Benjamin Finger at the Austrian-Italian border, photographer Mia Zabelka
right Darla Smoking, photographer Jure Tori
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Mani d.o.o

Organisational Meetings Hrelji 45
Echoes from invisible
landscapes has
become imbued with
meaning, standing for
participative art and
cultural practice between
actors from various
genres and participants
and audiences from across
the region, and across
social spheres.

We hosted our Echoes Collective partners at a series
of meetings over the course of the project. These
meetings are envisaged by the EACEA as an integral
part of cooperation and network initiatives, where
partners have the opportunity to meet in person to
discuss and reflect on their collaboration. For our
very mixed group, these meetings were essential. We
not only come from different professional backgrounds,
which is part of the quality of our collaboration,
but we also, as was evident in the course of dynamic
and ultimately highly productive ups and downs, have
very different ways of working. Personal exchange is
the best way to confront and iron out the issues
that arise in any complex gathering and exchange of
strong-minded individuals.

The first time we all got together was actually before
the start of the project, when, thanks to financial
support from the Alp-Adriatic Alliance, we were able
to travel through the region to conduct preliminary
research and then bring the partners together in
order to develop what was to become Echoes from
invisible landscapes in the course of an intensive
residential workshop in Istria.
This first meeting set the tone for our consequent
gatherings. We combined chaired formal discussions
pertaining to the logistics and practical plans for
our collaborative network with creative exchange
and conceptual dialogue. The meetings were a
chance to discuss our experiences and explore our
results, forge new plans and ensure that our various
approaches were feeding, creatively, into one
another’s work.

The point at which
a network functions
as a network, and
a collaboration is
successful, is when it
becomes evident that the
project is greater than
its component parts.
Echoes from invisible
landscapes, in all its
diversity, has achieved
this.

The meetings created a platform for a dynamic
exchange of ideas between partner groups that brought
out the various aspects and approaches that make up
Echoes from invisible landscapes. The time we spent
together in the meetings and team-building sessions
helped to make a diverse group more cohesive, enabled
us to explore the common ground that led us to work
together in the first place, finding new ways to put
our collaboration into practice, exchanging ideas and
suggesting artists and concepts for one another’s
projects, ensuring that each step we took along
the Echoes path happened, to the greatest possible
extent, in exchange with the network as a whole,
enhancing the value, outreach and potential of Echoes
from invisible landscapes.
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photographer Sanja Popov-Leban
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Echoes in Rovinj
On 7th April 2017, Mani d.o.o. hosted a public
presentation of Echoes from invisible landscapes
at the multi-media centre MMC in Rovinj, in
collaboration with Pučko Otvoreno Učilište Grada
Rovinja-Rovigno.
The event gave each curatorial group an opportunity
to present their approach to the project whilst
showing the audience and press the breadth of our
work together. As a team, we presented our network
to an audience including visitors from Rovinj, Pula,
Rijeka, Zagreb, Austria, Slovenia, and Italy. There
was press coverage in the papers, on the radio and
on local television and Dubravka Svetlićič from the
cultural department of the City of Rovinj opened the
event with a public declaration of solidarity and
a commitment to collaborating in the future. This
engagement was a welcome expression of the value of
European and Alp-Adriatic Networks in Istria.
The programme included presentations, readings and
music performances. Mia Zabelka’s solo electric
violin set was enhanced with visuals by the Sardinian
film artist Gavino Canu. His landscapes resonated
with the Alp-Adriatic region like a black and
white reflection. His work flowed into Echoes from
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Tomislav Brajnović, Povijest umjetnosti / History of Art, 30 x 22 x 4,5
cm, cast lead, weight aprox. 30 kg, 2015

invisible landscapes again a year later, as the
visual setting for Zahra Mani and Mia Zabelka’s duo
piece Re:Sounding Görtschitz – Echoes of a Valley
that premiered at the University of Klagenfurt’s
Lange Nacht der Forschung (long night of research)
in April 2018. Carlo Mascolo, trombonist from Bari,
who enhances his instrument with accoutrements such
as garden hosepipes and traffic cones, broke his arm
shortly before joining us in Istria and amazingly
managed, with a little help from pianist Michele
Russo, to perform his full programme with one arm in
plaster.
Further interventions included Zahra Mani’s solo
set based on field recordings from the Alp-Adriatic
region, multi-lingual readings by Lojze Wieser, and
presentations by Klaus Schönberger and Sanja Popov
Leban about applied cultural anthropology and Echoes
in Slovenia respectively.

The cast lead book
History of Art was first
exhibited together
with Book of Life, an
inscription on sanded
glass mounted on a neon
light.
The question is whether
an artist should build a
name in order to enter
the (dead) book of the
history of art or to
build a name before God
and obtain eternal life.

The event was accompanied by an exhibition of Arnold
Pöschl‘s landscape photography, with images of the
unregulated Görtschitz river showing the beginning of
a series he developed throughout the course of the
project. Istrian artist Tomislav Brajnović showed his
sculpture Povijest umjetnosti / History of Art.
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ALARM! A reflection on Echoes from invisible
Landscapes
As mentioned earlier in the book, current affairs
sometimes intervene in aesthetic and curatorial
planning. The socio-political climate in Europe is
an ongoing concern that informs our life and work.
Our consternation influenced how we developed the
programme for our evening of performance and dialogue
in Istria. This was heightened by an online video
we happened to stumble across by Johann Pätzold, a
musician and composer who was a member of the crew on
the Sea-Eye, a German rescue ship. In the video, he
answers a series of questions about his experiences
and work saving migrants in the Mediterranean sea.
We felt a pronounced need to contextualize our
event. Echoes from invisible landscapes is not just
an aesthetic bubble floating from the Alps to the
Adriatic. The essence of the project lies in an
active engagement with the region, its people, its
history, present and future. Divisive, closed-minded,
ethically insupportable politics and people dying in
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the Mediterranean sea are part of the world today, as
is the growing fear that Europe might not have enough
resources to share with people not just seeking but
clearly in need of a better life.
We wanted to articulate things we all know but that
sometimes need to be said; that it is imperative to
help those worse off than ourselves; that everyone’s
lives matter; that fear is the most insidious cause
of conflict; that we need to act, not just talk; and
that art and culture can and do instigate change.

Art, culture, performance,
discourse sound and language
have the power not just to
reflect society but also to
instigate change and thus to
shape it. Art and culture can
reflect, distill, formulate
and emanate not just their
immediate context but also
collective histories and
future possibilities.

We therefore decided to start the evening with
a podium discussion based on Johann Pätzold‘s
experiences, connecting them with cultural responses
and artistic resonances, the importance of action and
the possibilities and obligations that artists and
cultural actors have, in order to provoke thought and
new levels of reflection.
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We could not know beforehand that on the 22nd
September 2018, shortly before the discussion began,
the news would come through that Panama was going to
revoke its flag from the migrant rescue ship AQUARIUS,
where friends and colleagues of both Johann Pätzold
and Colette Schmidt were on board, and who were in
the process of being transformed from helpers into
illegal pirates. The urgency of the situation and
the concrete, live example of how far some aspects
of European politics have strayed from basic human
principles of help and solidarity captured the entire
audience, who listened, attentively and emotionally
involved, to a dynamic and wide-reaching discussion
led by Colette Schmidt. Johann Pätzold, Dragica
Rajčić and Sandra Kocvuan covered a range of issues
under the headline, ALARM!, ranging from the migrant
“situation” and political reactions to the need for
action and expression, and the role that art and
culture play in giving voice to issues that affect
society as a whole.
The emotional and gravely problematic political issues
were counterbalanced by Dragica Rajčić’s strong-willed
humour and her unfailing critical thought and insights.
She talked about the notion of foreignness and the
creative adaptability that being in a new environment
demands, and about overcoming prejudice and unfounded
preconceptions through communication and action.
The discussion was held primarily in English, with
interspersed moments of German and Croatian, reflecting
the diversity of the discussion and the audience.
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Dragica Rajčić, Johann Pätzold, Colette Schmidt and Sandra Kocvuan,
photographer Jelena Vojinović

Resisting is fundamental,
especially in times of
crisis.
ALARM! is a project
that shows how the socalled “small scale” is
no longer marginal but
stands in relation to
much larger structures,
having the strength
to intervene in the
collective discourse.
It is the claim of
“marginal” places, the
outskirts of the empire,
that have the power to
decide to be a centre to
build a shimmering – as
Giorgio Agamben would say
– “the coming community”.
This process passes
inevitably from art and
culture to the desired
practice of social
encounters and perceptive
communality.
Roberto Paci Dalò
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The musical presentations portrayed a range of diverse
traditions and cultures from the Alp-Adriatic region
and beyond, also involving musicians from further afield
such as Benjamin Finger from Norway and composer Tibor
Szemzö from Hungary, whose work provided an “external
reflection” of the region.
Jure Tori’s unique accordion music combining folk music
and jazz, created a gentle, even comforting, ambience
after the harsh realities of the podium talk, and his
spontaneous interaction with Italian clarinettist
Roberto Paci Dalò and Slovenian drummer Jaka Berger
was a fitting example of Alp-Adriatic musical exchange,
combining individual voices and musical traditions
shared across national borders.
Tamara Obrovac, from Istria, performed in duo with the
Slovenian guitar and mandolin player Uroš Rakovec.
They presented a mix of traditional and contemporary
songs ranging from Istrioto to a humorous jazzrap walk through the names of Istrian towns and
villages. Roberto Paci Dalo played solo clarinet
with live electronics, moving from klezmer-inspired
melodic musings to electronic abstraction, followed
by two inter-medial pieces by Tibor Szemzö, whose
combination of super-8 film projections with bass flute,
vocals and live electronics created a mesmerizing
and unique performance, drawing the audience into an
other, consuming audio-visual space. He interspersed
his performance with texts by Danilo Kiš in various
languages, reflecting the topics of migration and exile.
Goran Farkaš and Myriam de Bonte’s acoustic
intervention included the accordion, vocals, a
tambura and also a mih, an Istrian autochtonous
bagpipe made of the skin of a goat. Their performance
combined some of their own compositions with
traditional Istrian close-harmony singing.
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left Tamara Obrovac, right Tibor Szemzö, photographer Jelena Vojinović
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When we arrived in
Hrelji, we didn’t know
much more about the
project than the name:
Echoes from invisible
landscapes - ALARM!
Alarming it was. In the
most beautiful setting we
got suddenly and roughly
thrown into the hard
reality of people fighting
for refugees, for the
right of helping them,
for the right not to
break the international
humans right laws even.
We got a glimpse of
the reality of being a
refugee, a migrant, an
immigrant or whatever
absurd words are invented
for people trying to
live their lives, on
wherever place in the
world. Playing our ‘happy
folk music’ on this place
seemed first completely
absurd, then totally
logic: our music is
rooted in old stories,
our songs have travelled
with the people singing
them, our sounds and
singing language are the
‘echoes’ of many years of
mixing cultures, nations,
genes. Let these songs
be a message for people
today.

The evening then took an experimental turn towards
contemporary sound-art, which did not create a break
in the aesthetic but rather served to demonstrate the
continuity of musical traditions in the region. Mia
Zabelka, Benjamin Finger and Zahra Mani combined field
recordings, synthesizers, live electronics, a music
box, bass guitar and the electric violin to create
a dynamic sonic space punctuated by the visuals of
Benjamin Finger’s super-8 projections, reflecting the
aesthetics of Tibor Szemzö’s presentation.
Darla Smoking, with Jaka Berger on drums and Nase,
DJ and producer on analogue synthesizer with laptop
samples, concluded the evening with a live set that
brought the audience to its feet, concluding the arc
of a dynamic evening of art and culture that brought
performers, speakers and the audience together in
an extended afternoon and evening of dialogue and
artistic exchange.
Participants
Panel discussion Sandra Kocuvan, Johann Pätzold
Dragica Rajčić and Colette Schmidt
Musicians Benjamin Finger, Jure Tori, Roberto Paci
Dalò, Tibor Szemzö, Tamara Obrovac, Uroš Rakovec, Mia
Zabelka, Zahra Mani, Darla Smoking
ALARM! happened at Hrelji 45 in Istria on the 22nd
September 2018

Goran Farkaš &
Myriam De Bonte
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Goran Farkaš, photographer Jelena Vojinović
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Echoes On Air
After many years of
taking part in “online, on-air, on-site”
performances, and gaining
experiences with these
special situations,
Echoes on Air gave me the
inspiration to imagine
future set-ups. Having
a score was important,
though we got lost in
between. But we had a
good performance start
and a perfect ending.

A short report from a Viennese perspective
Echoes On Air was conceived as a simultaneous live
radio network project which created a special radio
space between the public broadcasting institutions
in Belgrade, Ljubljana, Pula and Vienna, connecting
the four places with one another. The listeners were
captured for an hour and taken on a journey through
various different invisible landscapes.
In each of the radio studios, one artist played live
and another mixed the sounds from the other stations,
which were received via internet connections and
audio streams into their own respective radio mix.

The sounds and of the performances were sent by
live stream or via ISDN connections to the other
participating studios. Four different radio programmes
were mixed from these four different sources and
broadcast to listeners on air. So four different
versions of the same live radio event were created
simultaneously.
Echoes on Air was a collaborative live radio
composition based on a structural score by Zahra Mani
– it was created the moment it was heard, leaving
boundaries behind, connecting various regions of the
Alp-Adriatic in a shared radio space.
Tibor Szemzö and Andrea Sodomka, photographer Elisabeth Zimmermann
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I think we should have
much more of these
situations, delivered to
uncertainty, to develop
new musical structures.
And I especially enjoyed
being connected with
other performers (some
of them I never met
before), in a dense and
concentrated process.
In every moment it was
an immersive experience…
Andrea Sodomka
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What a feast, what a
fascinating hour, to
play and listen, immersed
in the streams of the
actual and virtual
radio, amazed by the
apparent, surprised by
the appearing sounds:
and the joy of imagining
those streams that
remained hidden to me,
somewhere out there, to
be revealed only to other
listeners. Thank you for
your inspired music and
our meeting within this
wonderful, international
performance!
Thomas Köner
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In Pula, Mia Zabelka played and Zahra Mani looked
after the mix, in Ljubljana, Samo Kutin and Jure Tori
were participating and in Belgrade, Thomas Köner and
Svetlana Maras. In Vienna, Andrea Sodomka mixed the
sounds from the other station and now and then added
her own sounds to the network, whilst Tibor Szemzö
fed his flute and bass flute, as well as poems and
texts by authors including Danilo Kiš into the radio
network. The interconnected live radio composition
was structured in four parts.
The “introductory section” started in Vienna with
Tibor Szemzö performing. The transfer to the next
station was organised in such a way that there was
an overlapping interlude between the musicians.
The radio journey followed a route from Vienna to
Ljubljana via Pula, then back to Ljubljana and from
there to Belgrade.

Tibor Szemzö and Mia Zabelka contributed to this
part with highly effective vocals and media artist
Thomas Köner and sound artist Svetlana Maras at the
mixer contributed sounds from the studio in Belgrade.
Gradually the piece grew intense, with the musicians
from the participating studios playing together. The
sound became denser and denser in the fourth section
and the individual stations melted together to a
single whole, before gradually and poetically bidding
one another farewell.
Anna Souček, Elisabeth Zimmermann
Echoes on Air – a simultaneous live radio network
project could be heard live at the same time on Ö1
Kunstradio ORF, on the Croatian radio HRT, Radio
Slovenija ARS and on Radio Belgrade 3 and online.

The second section was a lyrical movement connecting
Mia Zabelka in Pula with Tibor Szemzö in Vienna in
a sonic duet that the other cities punctuated with
brief audio commentary. The third part started with
Slovenian accordionist and composer Jure Tore, who
was soon joined by Samo Kutin on the hurdy-gurdy.

Echoes on Air happened on the 23rd September 2018 from
23:03 – 00:00
OE1 Radiokunst-Kunstradio Vienna Tibor Szemzö &
Andrea Sodomka
Radio Pula Mia Zabelka & Zahra Mani
Radio ARS Ljubljana Jure Tori & Samo Kutin
Radio Belgrade 3 Thomas Köner & Svetlana Maraš

previous page Zahra Mani and Mia Zabelka, photographer Peter Zach

left Thomas Köner and Svetlana Maraš, right Jure Tori and Samo Kutin

Samo Kutin and Jure
Tori from Slovenia were
two of the artists who
accompanied Echoes from
invisible landscapes
throughout the project.
Samo Kutin performed
at Sajeta Festival with
the trio Širom and with
Zahra Mani at Qnstort
Quellenmuseum in the
Görtschitz valley and at
KlangHaus Untergreith,
as well as participating
in Echoes on Air in
Ljubljana. Jure Tori was
also in the Ljubljana
studio for Echoes on
Air, and performed at
KlangHaus Untergreith and
in Hrelji at ALARM!
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Future Echoes In addition to the meetings and events
described above, we have carried the echoes with
us since the beginning of the project. We have
presented aspects of Echoes from invisible landscapes
at a broad range of symposia, meetings, concerts,
festivals and exhibitions throughout Croatia, Austria
and Slovenia but also in the UK, Belgium, Portugal,
Italy, Germany, Norway, and Finland.
A few weeks after ALARM! and Echoes on Air, Roberto
Paci Dalò, who performed in Hrelji, organized a
fantastic musical train ride through Italy in memory
of John Cage and spontaneously invited Zahra Mani
to join the imagined journey. This involvement
is indicative of the resonances that Echoes from
invisible landscapes has created, pointing to
future collaborations. Thus the Alp-Adriatic echoes
travelled with a train full of 390 passengers and
live musicians from Bologna to Porretta Terma via
live stream from Istria.
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We were also invited to present our Echoes projects
to the Alps-Adriatic-Alliance in Varaždin, Croatia in
November 2018. The AAA supported us throughout the
project. Our participation at their commemorative
event “40 years of cooperation in the Alps-Adriatic
area - yesterday, today, tomorrow” gave us the
opportunity to communicate our interdisciplinary
bridge between art, culture and politics to important
and influential stake-holders in the region.
Echoes from invisible landscapes, the network, and
what we have achieved together, have created a
platform that will now, at the conclusion of the
project, branch out in new directions, carrying the
echoes and resonances further.
Zahra Mani, Karin Schorm
left Roberto Paci Dalò, photographer Nicolò Vivarelli
Alps-Adriatic-Alliance presentation, photography Varaždin County
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Zveza Mink Tolmin

Sajeta
Art & Music
Festival
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Sajeta Festival 2016 was
the first of many trips
to Tolmin in the course
of Echoes from invisible
landscapes. Hidden in
the stunning mountainous
landscape of the Soča
Valley, Sotočje, the
confluence of the rivers
Tolminka and Soča is a
bewitched, enchanted
landscape.

Contemporary creative methods with nature at the
confluence
Since 1998 Sajeta Creative Camp is a festival and a
place of encounter for various artistic practices and
experiences with music as its central component. When
preparing the festival programme, we take the less
trodden paths towards the less known musical worlds
and strive to surpass genre-related limitations. We
try to put the Slovene and foreign productions of the
underground musical practices side by side.
The Sajeta stages thus welcome diverse musical
genres such as electronic music, jazz, rock, ethno
or classical with experimentation and creativity at
their core.

previous page Sturle Dagsland Sajeta 2018, photographer Goran Jevtić
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Although music presents a large part of the
programme, the spectrum of artistic forms at the
festival is broader: film, multimedia, poetry,
sculpture, performances, dance, and graphics among
other have their place at the festival. By deviating
from the typical festival outline, Sajeta comes
with a rather special character; each year with its
carefully selected programme of all styles and genres
it endeavors to satisfy its curious visitors and
tries to create a harbor of creativity and diversity
in the specific natural setting.
Echoes participants at Sajeta Festival 2016-18
Mia Zabelka (AT), Zahra Mani (AT/UK), Sofia Härdig
(SE), Phill Niblock (US), Katherine Liberovskaya
(CA), Electric Indigo (AT), Carlo Mascolo (IT),
Sturle Dagsland (NO)

The turquoise water,
sandy river bank and
thick forests are
stunning in themselves
and then, as dusk falls,
steamy condensation
rises up from the surface
of the water into the
approaching sunset, and
you feel that you have
entered a parallel world.
The echoes created there
are proof of the value
of art and performance
outside urban centres.
Zahra Mani
& Karin Schorm

Confluence venue Sajeta 2017, photographer Goran Jevtić
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Sajeta Creative Camp Workshops Perception and Reception
Sajeta festival hosts workshops for visitors to take
active part in creative processes together with artists.

tubular bells and pots. There is also a box of small
instruments and the kids are invited to bring their own.

1. The wooden sculpture workshop has been a regular
part of the Sajeta festival programme for 19 years. We
explore, create and continue to work with wood, which
is often neglected in contemporary sculpture. We are
surrounded by wood, it is our tradition and soul.

5. Anyone can make films today using nothing more than
a telephone and a computer. The internet has also made
distribution simple. The aim of this workshop is to learn
how make short films, including the basics of film theory
and practice: how to film and combine shots, how to work
with light, how to use automatic cameras and how to make
everything look good.

2. The clay sculpture workshop teaches participants the
technique of modelling. They learn to realize their own
ideas using Teraton clay. The skeleton structure is made
of welded steel. Each participant has the possibility to
create a small or medium sculpture.
3. The music improvisation workshop is open to musicians
regardless of their level of skills or background (jazz,
rock, classical, contemporary music …). During the five-day
workshop, the participants discover some of the endless
possibilities of musical improvisation. Improvisation is
a part of musical and non-musical life and experience; we
learn our essential improvisational skills unconsciously
through direct daily experience.
4. The Junior Orchestra explores larger instruments that
Samo Kutin builds from waste and natural materials, such
as rockaphones (percussions made of marble), megaharphs
(big string instruments made of drums and nylon strings),
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Sajeta 2017, photographer Zahra Mani

6. Sound Safari at Sajeta 2017 was a sound hunt,
gathering audio from unexpected places. Expert sound
hunter Boštjan Perovšek shared his secrets from the field:
which sounds to chase, how to stand, and how to follow the
sound. The gathered sounds were taken into the studio to
domesticate the wild pack of harvested sounds. The practical
workshop was enhanced by theoretical discusions about
“sounding” as an independent artform: Soundscaping, Ambient
Sound, Athmospherica, Sound Walks, … letting sounds, without
words or music, tell their story.

Natural dialogue and
natural encouragement of
the participant of the
sculpture workshop to
feel with his/her entire
body and repeat the
forms and feelings from
authentic surroundings
and materialise them
in the form of a
sculpture with the help
of the mentor. An ideal
environment yields
extraordinary results.
Marjan Mirt

Mentors
Marijan Mirt (HR), Samo Svete (SI), Elisa Ulian (IT),
Srđan Đuranović (RS), Dušan Udicki (RS), David Luznik
(SI), Ryuzo Fukuhara (JP), Boštjan Perovšek (SI),
Flavio Zanuttini (IT), Alenka Gololičič (SI), Samo
Kutin (SI), Andrej Fon (SI)
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Where did we misplace
the publishers?

A public debate as part of the Echoes from Invisible
Landscape project held at the 17th Sajeta Art & Music
Festival 2016 on 15th of July
At the public debate about publishing at Sajeta 2016,
the so-called Undertable of the Nova Muska webzine
in co-operation with the Sajeta festival we tackled
difficult questions concerning music and literary
publishing. In organising the conversation, I asked
myself if we weren’t overly ambitious in setting the
theme concerning the specifics of both fields. This
led me to the idea of finding common characteristics
through the conversation about the differences between
the two publishing branches or what can a music
publisher learn from the literary publisher and
vice versa. Are the book and the phonogram really
dying artifacts in the digital era; which survival
techniques are used by publishers in a monopolised
market when record and book stores are closing down;
do musicians and writers even need publishers.
Even though the participants were skeptical in
the beginning, the debate evolved quickly and
successfully. This was mostly due to the very
responsive participants: experienced literary
publishers Lojze Wieser (Wieser publishing house) and
Zdravko Duša (KD Myra Locatelli), one of the most
unique publishers Zdenko Franjić with his underground
Slušaj naglasnije! label as a great example of
independent publishing, experienced in music and
literary publishing and music manager, journalist and
activist Dragan Vuković (MultiRepeta). It turned out
that regardless of the differences between the fields,
both literary and music publishers are facing very
similar problems so their exchange of opinions proved
to be more than welcome and most beneficial. Not just
to them, but to everyone involved, who listened to
the stories and thoughts from those who experienced
this first hand, from people who dedicated their lives
to culture and art.
Igor Bašin - Bigor
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Lojze Wieser, Dragan Vuković, Zdenko Franjić, Igor Bašin and Zdravko Duša
Sajeta 2016, photographer Goran Jevtić
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Green Echoes
You forget that the
fruits belong to all and
that the land belongs to
no one.
Jean Jacques Rousseau

Beautiful Soča Valley, the emerald river Soča, a
piece of heaven on earth, a paradise on earth. And in
this pearl of the world, a man came in.
The Eco Anhovo Society and the Soča Valley have
pointed out the health and environmental problems in
the Soča valley and the consequences of negligent
waste management that adversely affect the health and
quality of life of local inhabitants.
After the presentation of the ecological pain of
Posočje, an anthropological study of the consequences
of environmental problems in the Görschitztal
valley was presented by Professor Ute Holfelder and
Professor Klaus Schönberger, the University of Alpe
Adria from Klagenfurt. Their research is presented as
a comparison of ecological problems and an attempt
to meet people from different distant places, who
nevertheless unite a similar experience.
-

More Similar Than Different
Communication with Non‐Experts
Results and Discussion
But the facts remain!

Participants
Association Eco Anhovo and the Soča Valley,
The University of Alpe Adria from Klagenfurt,
Students of the University of Ljubljana/ Department
of Ethnology and Cultural Anthropology,
Association Eco Circle - Zagorje ob Savi,
Association Mink Tolmin
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Green Echoes 2017, photographer Goran Jevtić
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Echoes Photo Contest
The Echoes photo contest exhibition opened on Thursday
6th of July 2017 at the SDK Gallery in Tolmin. We showed
21 photos selected from 70 submissions from Slovenia
and the region.
The project Echoes from the invisible landscapes puts
creativity and imagination in the foreground. With the
photo contest, we supported the creative development
that grows out of invisible landscapes.
The winning photos were chosen by members of the
Echoes Collective and Jernej Humar, a professional
photographer from Nova Gorica.
First Prize Eugenia De Marco: A flock of cacatuas (IT)
Second Prize Danilo Lesjak: Diana (SLO)
Third Prize Aleš Krivec: Roman road above the mist (SLO)
Facebook audience award Jelena Žarevac Morning fog on
the Goč (SRB)
The exhibition took place on Thursday 6th July 17:00 open end at the SDK Gallery in Tolmin
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A flock of cacatuas, photographer Eugenia De Marco
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Javorca - Resurrection
An allegorical musical (opus: ‘Back to the roots 3.
Back to the crime scene 2’)
Javorca - Resurrection is a musical-research project
based on the 1st World War as “The great war”, the
“war to end all wars”, specifically the Isonzo front
and its southeastern section around the Polog valley
and the memorial church of the Holy Spirit in Javorca
(the Tolminka river gorge). That is the starting
point from which we are moving away – in time, space,
events, themes..., but return back to it in asking and
answering questions about the basic coordinates of the
place war holds in the modern age (as the ‘pinnacle of
civilisation).
The piece was set in the mountainous hinterlands of
Tolmin, far from civilisation, where a church stands to
remind us and with its presence represents a symbolic
echo of the invisible valley which inadvertently became
part of the infamous world history one hundred years ago.
The church of the Holy Spirit in Javorca is dedicated to
the soldiers lost in the 1st World War, designed by the
painter and scenographer from Vienna, Remigius Geyling,
and built by Austro-Hungarian soldiers in 1916.
“They had beautiful burying grounds in the mountains,
war in the mountains is the most beautiful of all wars”
This quotation from Hemingway, which is also one of
the leitmotifs set to music in the cantata, depicts the
thematic framework of Javorca – Resurrection. It refers
to relationships between nature and culture/civilization,
as it manifests – materialises - in war.
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Javorca Church of the Holy Spirit Polog/Tolmin, photographer Srđan Đuranović
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Nature refers to the Julian and Carnian Alps and the
Dolomites. War refers to the 1st World War, the Isonzo
– and the wider, so called southeastern (Italian) front. The “beautiful cemeteries” are (mostly) tombs and
monuments: memorials for the dead, lost in war... “War
in the mountains is the most beautiful of all wars”:
a sarcastic connection between the mythical natural
beauty of the Alps and war, the “taming” of the
mountainous, remote wilderness in (self)destruction.

The stage performance was not just a concert, it also
involved video projections of animations composed of
archival material from the Isonzo front. The video
animation combines original photographic material and
animated portraits of soldiers from the Isonzo front,
visual structures showing the creativity of the period
and recordings (video, photographic) of the interior
of the church of the Holy Spirit in Javorca.

The main dramaturgical and narrative axis of the
production stems from the motive of resuscitation and
resurrection. This motive appears in numerous post-war
artworks.
The female voices in the Javorca cantata recite the
names of fallen soldiers from wooden plaques in the
memorial church of the Holy Spirit in Javorca in song.
Selected audio recordings, mostly original archival
recordings from before, after and during the war give
voice to the soldiers lost (during and/or after the
war), along with original archival audio recordings
of speech and music from prisoners of war, recorded in
German military camps during the 1st World War (1916)
as well as songs sung and recorded by the AustroHungarian army.
The concert included original vocal and
instrumental music and sound structures as well as a
reinterpretation of other existing instrumental and
vocal works. Solo and group improvisations were also
built into the composition. Solo improvisation on
stage highlights the fluidity of the live situation.
Improvisation and other live music was performed in
interaction with soundtracks (of music and sound) and
visual material (silent and sound).
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Samo Kutin, Ana Kravanja and Jelena Popržan, photographer Goran Jevtić
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The church itself was central to the entire stage
design, deep in the heart of the Tolmin mountains,
physically detached from urban life. This was part of
the motivation to bring the public to the event and
the event to a broad public, so we streamed the event
live to a number of cities across Europe that were
affected or involved in the Isonzo front 100 years ago.
Javorca - Resurrection was an echo from the invisible
valley that we sent into the world.
Bratko Bibič
Javorca - Resurrection live streaming from the church
took place on 17th July 2016/Polog,Tolmin
Participants
Bratko Bibič (SI), Ana Kravanja (SI), Jelena Popržan
(RS), Samo Kutin (SI), Vid Drašler (SI), Paul
Schuberth (AT), Eduardo Raon (PT), Choir Javorca
(SI), Katarina Kovačič (SI), Marjetka Luznik (SI),
Luka Kavčič (SI), Mileta Grujić (RS), Borut Čelik
(SI), Miroslav Sretenović (RS), Marko Kovačič (SI),
Barbara Borčič (SI), Urška Mežnar (SI), Sanja Popov
Leban (SI), Janez Leban (SI)
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church bells, photographer Goran Jevtić
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Wieser Verlag

Echo of the Century
Communication in the mountains is controlled by the
echo and used purposefully; the voice or the horn
is released into the landscape and an echo emerges
as an answer, or the absence of one for those who
are awaiting them. This resembles capturing the
state of a kaleidoscope in order to locate the
cognitive process in perception, an opening to the
realization that different truths exist from which the
constricting conditions can flow and recurring hope
can emerge.

(Europe Selected) and the „Encyclopedia of the
European East“ published by Wieser Verlag, could
lead to the required emotive of European sermons
ad absurdum. We can claim: If these books were
understood and disseminated by political members and
institutions, we would be in a different position
today. This is also the case in regard to the
privilege defense policy hindered by Frontex and
Balkan routes. And, we would not be rushing towards
an abyss at such a rapid pace.

And what has happened in this century in the field
of culture? Do we still have time for corrections?
Upon reflecting on the echo of the past century,
we increasingly come to realize that much more is
required, that we need to find new answers and new
ways for the future. We still have not answered
the questions as to why war, mass extermination,
expulsion, resettlement, emigration and migration
are being repeated over and over again and why
peaceful solutions always seem to fail. However, one
thing is becoming increasingly clear. If we do not
give significance as a universal human right to the
languages with no territory, we will continue to
stumble and fail.

The fact that people are as disoriented as they are
today is not unrelated to leaving them emotionally
alone, unequipped with knowledge, increasingly
deprived of social care, in turn driving them to
deception. This has been an active act of wrong
political action which is responsible for the current
state of the world. It cannot simply steer away from
responsibility. In the end, it can be argued that
no one bothered to make the effort and gain insight
on the subject to better understand. One has not
taken the risk of failing, which is inherent in this
culture. Therefore, many solutions can be found in
culture. One must only look closely, and in future,
seize these investments which have been predominantly
provided by the destitute, to support and equip them
with development capital. Therein lies the future of
the continent and peace in the world!

Culture has done more for European diversity
than many of the resolutions and the billions of
advertising campaigns developed by agencies and
governments combined. All translations from the
numerous publishers in German-speaking countries,
especially those from other parts of Europe, who
have published works in the series „Europa erlesen“
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book cover, photography Wieser Archiv

In his poem Europa durch
die Rolladen (Europe
through the shutters)
by Ali Podrimja (1942
- 2012) we can read the
following verses:
“In the echoing room,
through the shutters
Europe goes (...) Have I
time for corrections”

Reading Europe. Echo of the century. 550 pages, ISBN
978-3-99029-244-0; Edited by Gregor C. Mílena and
Wolfgang Platzer, Wieser Verlag
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Traces of Loss
Think Tank
Echo of the Century leads us to the Traces of Loss
and points to the following: We must be committed
to finding new answers to old, hitherto unresolved
or even incorrectly solved questions. Ones that will
give dignity and respect to people, their being, their
language, their self image and their perceived image,
so that the foundation of life together is determined
by mutual respect and not the destruction of life.
It is an echo of the echo. For ourselves, we have
learned from the Echo of the Century, namely,

literature is the sound space, the readership the
membrane, the narrative the truth - the sound of the
past, the sound of the waves of hidden sounds in the
present day.
In a montage of verses, literary quotes, improvisation
of musical impressions and intoned interjections
of familiar harmonies, and the provocative counterstrokes and distortions, scratching, language and
music are made visible and are reflected in the
familiar image of history, the underlying structure
of development. Under the surface, the changes have
reached the roots long ago, which, although unnoticed
on the surface, extend deeply and therefore seem to
appear calm and motionless on the outside.
“The versatility of Europe is not easy to discover,
because a variety of cultures exist; people and
languages in the smallest of spaces. In any case, one
must embark on a journey - reading and walking, but
preferably and best of all, eating and drinking also.”
Original quotation, Lojze Wieser

Like the echo,
the landscapes in
the transformed
materialization of
incarnation are blurred
as an invisible
objectivity of a
previous phenomenon,
which, in its transformed
radiance, once again
echoes an echo
of the future effect
and thus expands itself
to the perpetuum of
spiritual renewal.
The invisible landscapes
blend into the sound of
the echo to the
enveloping
and penetrating
cloud.

Participatnts
Text montage Lojze Wieser Musical counterparts Janez
Škof, Ljubljana and Johannes Ogris, tuba, Klagenfurt
/ Celovec Organization and Content Wieser Verlag,
Klagenfurt / Celovec
Echo of the Century - Traces of Loss took place in
Klagenfurt / Celovec on the 21st June 2018
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Janez Škof, photographer Nikolaus Meixner
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University of Klagenfurt

Selfies im
Görtschitztal

Rendering the invisible visible
In the project Selfies im Görtschitztal, sound
artists, ethnographers, students and a photographer
explored the Görtschitz Valley in the south
of Austria, which has become famous due to an
environmental scandal. One of the research concerns
was to eliminate the invisibility of the poison HCB
and to make the voices of the valley’s inhabitants
regarding the ecological disaster audible. Our
first step towards achieving this was to employ
classical ethnographic methods such as field surveys,
participant observations, and a form of photo
interview via selfies developed specifically for
the project, which contributed significantly to the
empowerment of the interviewees. In the second phase,
the participating artists worked with photography
or created sound collages based on audio material
collected in the ethnographic process.
The surveys were linked in a dialogical process and
the results of the co-production were presented
in the joint exhibition Going Görtschitz, which
was completed by a live concert (Zahra Mani,
Mia Zabelka) and a reading (Lojze Wieser) at the
exhibition opening. The arrangement of the objects
and photographs reproduced and reflected the valley in
miniature. In this way, the so-called “Poison Valley”
could be “imagined” and experienced in a new way.
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Fox, not on the run, photographer Barbara Maier

Moreover this co-production showed the potential of
the collaboration of art and ethnography and pointed
out how an expanded knowledge of social (everyday)
worlds can be generated, represented, and imparted
by means of experimental procedures - which are
interconnected at different levels and transcend
disciplinary boundaries.
We would like to thank the students from the applied
studies of cultural science – Katharina Fruhmann,
Denise Lueder, Jana Pilz, Arnold Pöschl, Daniel
Schöffmann, Nadine Thaler, Roland W. Peball – for
their commitment to collecting and analysing facts
and figures, and for creating the posters. Our sincere
gratitude also goes to all those who were willing to
talk to us and who gave us personal insights into
their lives and their way of thinking. Special thanks
are due to Jasmin Pucher, who made our ethnographic
research much simpler, by introducing us to numerous
contacts.

Arnold Pöschl, photographer Barbara Maier
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The exhibition Going Görtschitz
The multimedia installations in the exhibition show
the different approaches: Posters by students from
the field of applied cultural science with data and
analyses; portraits of young Görtschitz Valley
residents; landscape & people by Arnold Pöschl;
photo-stretch by the ethnographer team Ute Holfelder,
Barbara Maier, Arnold Pöschl and Klaus Schönberger;
artefacts by Werner Hofmeister and the Museum of
Quellenkultur; ISAVIKTORIA-a film by Camilla Peball;
My Görtschitztal, sound collage with original audio
recordings by Niki Meixner; Invisible valley, sound
installation based on field recordings by Zahra Mani;
The Görtschitz by David Mase.

Going Görtschitz.
An ethnographic-artistic
exploration of the
Carinthian Görtschitztal
took place in the East
Bridge of the AlpenAdria-Universität
Klagenfurt from the 13th
April to 13th May 2018.
The opening took place in
the context of the Lange
Nacht der Forschung (Long
Night of Research) 2018.

The exhibition was shown for several weeks in the
40-metre East Bridge of the university building. The
tubular arrangement of the exhibition site, extending
along a connecting bridge from one campus building to
the other, contributed significantly to the character
of the exhibition.
Visitors entered the main section by pushing aside
the suspended PVC drape – this featured a large
image of a road in the Görtschitz Valley (Arnold
Pöschl), which was cut into strips. At one end of the
corridor, six posters by students presenting data and
facts about the valley and the HCB case served as the
starting point. At the other end, visitors could use
the Echoes Wall to post selfies, and two media pieces
occupied the eyes and the ears: the ISAVIKTORIA
film and a sound collage, both to be consumed by
headphones only.
In the main section, the Görtschitz River was mapped
onto the floor, guiding the visitors to the exhibition
corridor through the valley. To the side and
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View of the exhibition, photographer Arnold Pöschl
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overhead there were selfies, portraits of the valley
residents, landscape images, and a continuous photo
stretch. Here, visitors were invited to add their own
associations to the images by means of UV pens. The
sound installation by Zahra Mani with original sounds
from the Görtschitz Valley enhanced the cognitive
and visual perception of the exhibition through an
ubiquitous auditory dimension. Cultural-historical
artefacts from the Museum of Quellenkultur and art by
Werner Hofmeister accompanied the imaginary stroll
through the valley – framed by Hofmeister’s protest
postcards with statements from the Görtschitz Valley,
which were created for the demonstrations that took
place after the HCB issue first became known.
Through the representation in (almost) all possible
media forms, a resonance chamber was created for that
which was “invisible” about the contaminations of the
Re.Sounding Görtschitz - Echoes of a Valley
Performance by Zahra Mani and Mia Zabelka, photographer Arnold Pöschl
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Görtschitz Valley, making the events in the “silent
valley” more audible, more visible and more tangible.
Ute Holfelder, Barbara Maier, Klaus Schönberger
Participants
ethnographic research Ute Holfelder (AT), Klaus Schönberger
(AT) curator Barbara Maier (AT) sound installations Zahra
Mani, Niki Meixner (AT) photography Arnold Pöschl (AT)
design David Mase (AT) graphics Christian Kuschar (AT)
artefacts Werner Hofmeister (AT) video Camilla Peball (AT)
reading Lojze Wieser (AT) live performance Zahra Mani (AT/
UK) and Mia Zabelka (AT) with visuals by Gavino Canu (IT)
students of ethnographic research Katharina Fruhmann,
Denise Lueder, Jana Pilz, Arnold Pöschl, Daniel Schöffmann,
Nadine Thaler, Roland W. Peball

The echoes of the
exhibition Going
Görtschitz will continue
to resonate in 2019.
The exhibition has been
selected by the state
government of Carinthia
to be shown throughout
the Görtschitz valley.
This is a fitting
illustration of how art
and research can change
the image of a place and
create new dialogue

Auch unter den Veilchen gibt es keine Gerechtigkeit. On the read-aloud divan:
Lojze Wieser reading from Echo of a Century, photographer Barbara Maier
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Going Görtschitz was a
fantastic expression
of the many strands of
Echoes from invisible
landscapes. The
exhibition, along with
live performances
and readings, brought
together research,
engagement with local
populations, art and
historical objects,
photography and sound
installations in a
coherent and accessible
display. The context
of the lange Nacht der
Forschung (long night of
research) ensured a large
and interested audience.

Landschaft & Menschen*
The photographic works by Arnold Pöschl were created
during several stays in the valley and on a hike
along the Görtschitz from the mouth in Brückl to
its beginning in Hüttenberg. On the one hand, the
pictures show social diversity, on the other hand,
they refuse to take refuge in the home. Pöschl’s
photographs create a sharper picture of the valley.
They expand the linguistic-ethnographic perspective
and open up the polyphony and multi-faceted nature of
Görtschitztal.
Photo stretch**
The small-format photos were taken by the team of
ethnographers comprised of Ute Holfelder, Barbara
Maier, Arnold Pöschl, and Klaus Schönberger, during
several field research trips. They documented traces,
while at the same time forming an “image trace” of
ethnographic analysis. In this way, they point beyond
the snapshots – while being snapshots themselves.
The juxtaposition of photographs (largely) follows
the geography of the valley and at the same time
transcends it due to its multi-perspectivity.
Unsichtbares Tal
Zahra Mani’s sound installation Unsichtbares Tal
(Invisible Valley) opens up a resonance space
for the situation in the valley. It was created
by reference to the findings of the ethnographic
survey. The missing article in the title “Invisible
Valley” indicates the specificity of the area and the
ubiquitous phenomenon of loss, of change, of the
layers of time. It is not a or the valley, it is a
landscape that bears within it the traces of history,
of industry, of the population – from Noricum to mine
workers, and even Tibetan monks. Mani’s multi-track
sound installation combines the trembling of layers,
*
**
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vibrations, and currents in a resounding silence.
The six tracks are designed in such a way that the
installation constantly recomposes itself through the
time-delayed repetition of the loops.
Mein Görtschitztal
In the sound collage Mein Görtschitztal (My
Görtschitztal), the installation artist Niki Meixner
mounted and interpreted through sound several excerps
taken from the group interviews conducted with young
Görtschitz Valley residents by Ute Holfelder and
Klaus Schönberger. The work reflects the interview
statements against the backdrop of the HCB case,
as seen from an artistic perspective. The sound
collage was part of the art walk on 7th October
2017 organised by UNIKUM “Auf der Fährte. Na Sledi.
A literary-scenic game walk in the Görtschitztal.
Literarno-scenski pohod v dolini Krčice”.
Echoes Wall
Visitors were able to choose their favourite place
within the exhibition and capture an image of
themselves there in the form of a Polaroid selfie.
Not only did they create their own personal resonant
frame – their echo – in response to the Görtschitz
Valley exhibition, but they also made “Invisible
Landscapes” visible once again.

Arnold Pöschl’s
interdisciplinary
participation in the
project was exemplary;
he participated
as an academic in
the University of
Klagenfurt’s field
research and analysis
of the Görtschitz valley
and also contributed to
the project as an art
photographer, documenting
the unregulated
river, the landscape
and its inhabitants.
His photographs were
exhibited in Rovinj,
Tolmin and Klagenfurt in
the course of Echoes from
invisible landscapes.
Zahra Mani
& Karin Schorm

The Görtschitz
The artist David Mase mapped the Görtschitz River
to the floor in abstract form, so that the visitors
could wander through the valley – just like the
ethnographers themselves.

see pages 144-153
see pages 154-157
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Portraits Selfies im Görtschitztal
The portraits were
written on the basis
of group interviews
conducted by Ute
Holfelder and Klaus
Schönberger with young
Görtschitz Valley
residents. When attending
the interviews, the
interviewees brought a
selfie taken at their
favourite place in the
Görtschitz Valley. Thus,
the interviewees not only
localized themselves
in ‘their’ Görtschitz
Valley, but at the same
time they linked their
biography with their
image of the valley.

Selfies. Quotes from young people from Görtschitztal*
My favourite place is the “Rindenstempf” in Brückl,
looking towards the Gurk, a place I have often
visited, even at kindergarten age. I treasure that
place, because I can give free reign to my thoughts
and feelings when I am there.
STEFANIE (23)
I think the industrial companies are really important
for the Görtschitztal, because they provide jobs and
they contribute to securing the future of the area
and reducing the exodus. Good marketing strategies
could help to strengthen the region.
SEBASTIAN (26)
It’s particularly difficult for women to find work,
because the industrial firms mainly seek workers for
traditionally male occupations. Reasons to move to
the Görtschitztal from somewhere else can really only
be work or love.
ELISABETH (22)
It is not possible to prevent conflicts in the
village. But because people constantly come face to
face and have to get along, it is important to be
willing to compromise and to put others first once in
a while.
JASMIN (23)

*
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I assume that I will live in Carinthia again once I
have completed my studies – whether that will be in
the Görtschitztal or not, I cannot say at this stage.
But I also believe it is important to live elsewhere
for a while.
JULIA (17)
The rural youth association is an important
reference point for me. It links the villages of
the Görtschitztal together, across individual
municipalities and beyond the confines of the valley.
Nonetheless, I can understand that young families
might move away, because they value the health of
their children.
LISA (19)
My favourite place is my family home. I associate
many childhood memories and positive emotions
with it. Still, if I weren’t originally from the
Görtschitztal, there would be nothing to draw me back
there.
MARTIN (26)
I wish for an end to the HCB case, for peace to
return to the valley, and for an end to arguments
between the people here. In my view, it is the
media and not the residents of the valley who
are responsible for the negative image of the
Görtschitztal.
FLORIAN (19)

see page 158
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Echoes
Writings and Resonances
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Ankommen im Glück / Arrival at Joy
Liebe um Liebe (Love for
Love) by Dragica Rajčić.
The Croatian author Ana
Jagoda, the first-person
narrator in Dragica
Rajčić’s novel Liebe um
Liebe (Love for Love),
fluctuates between reality
and insanity, between
truth and trauma. She
sets off to the abandoned
village of Joy to find
out why her husband Ivan
tried to kill himself.
Her ancestors’ souls
accompany her on her
journey, revealing and
relating family secrets.
The narrator explores and
examines ways out of the
vicious cycle, suffered
by generation after
generation, of violence
and trauma, in dialogue
with literary figures from
works such as Ingeborg
Bachmann’s Malina.
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Ich bin in einem äussersten Ort in Dalmatien oder ist es
Sizilien zugleich. Ich muss aussteigen. Ein Geburtsland.
Seit Jahren stieg an dieser Busstation weder jemand in
den Bus hinein noch aus dem Bus hinaus. Mein Vater, der
Busfahrer, hielt sofort an, er wusste was ich suchte und
schaute mich misstrauisch an, so wie man diese verrückten
Ausländerinnen anschaut welche eine Art unverdorbene
Naturschönheit suchen dort wo Gott der Welt Gute Nacht
gesagt hat, seit zwanzig Jahren hat Vater mich vermisst.
Vater liebte Ausländerinnen. Der Friedhof der auferstandenen
Töchter lag in dem Buch, welches mir Ruth Keller zum
Abschied aus dem Womenirrhaus Chicago geschenkt hat. Vaters
Augen klebten auf meinem Rücken, auch als der Bus schon
längst Richtung Süden verschwunden war. Die Erregung, die
Ungewissheit machte meinen von der Reise ermüdeten Körper
steif und meine Beine schwer. Das Glück lag in die Breite
gestreckt zwischen zwei kahl geschorenen Steinbergen.
Auf beiden Seiten der mit Macchia überwucherten Wiesen
welche einst fruchtbare Mais- und Weizenfelder waren,
wuchsen vereinzelt kleine Steinhäuser, direkt an sie
angelehnt Schafställe. Die Häuser waren kleiner als in
meiner Erinnerung, einige ohne Dachsteine so dass die
Wände als einsame Finger den nackten Himmel anflehen. Ich
sah mein Schulhaus mit Fenstern ohne Holzrahmen, welche
wie leere Augen mich verschlingen wollen. Das sind sicher
die Kriegsschäden oder Raubspuren. Auf den ersten Blick
sah Glück menschenleer aus, vielleicht auch seelenleer.
Es sollten doch Vogelgezwitscher und Schafsglocken meine
Ankunft bekunden. Ich hatte keinen Hund. Wo ist mein
Geburtshaus? Es war an meinem ersten Schultag auch
schwer zu finden, ich hatte den Rücken voll Ameisen. Ich
setzte mich neben die Kuhtränke und den Dorfbunnen. Das
Wasser hatte den Frauen nur Unglück gebracht, Grosstante
Jaka ging mit einundzwanzig ins Meer, in der Nähe
von Šibenik, und wurde von den Wellen an den Strand
gespült, schwanger, wurde gesagt. Jakas Mutter und meine
previous page Druid at Hrelji 45, photographer Tomislav Brajnović

I am in a most remote place in Dalmatia or is it Sicily
too. I have to get out. A birthland. For years, no
one has got on a bus or off a bus at this bus stop. My
father, the bus driver, stopped immediately. He knew
what I was looking for and watched me, untrusting,
like you look at crazy foreign women who are looking
for a kind of unruined natural beauty in a place where
God has said goodnight to the world. My father had
been missing me for twenty years. Father loved foreign
women. The cemetery of the resurrected daughters lay in
the book that Ruth Keller gave me as a leaving present
from the womensmadhouse in Chicago. Father’s eyes stuck
to my back, long after the bus had disappeared towards
the south. The agitation, the uncertainty made my body,
tired from the journey, stiff, and my legs heavy. Joy
lay stretched wide between two stone mountains shaved
bare. On both sides of the meadows overgrown with
macchia that had once been fertile corn and wheatfields
there now grew sporadic little stone houses, each with
a lean-to for sheep attached. The houses were smaller
than I remembered them, some of them without roof
slates, so that the walls rose like lonely fingers in
protest against the naked sky. I saw my schoolhouse
and its windows without wooden frames, which wanted to
devour me like empty eyes. That is surely the damage
of war, or traces of theft. At first sight Joy looked
deserted by people, perhaps deserted by souls. Chirping
birdsong and sheep’s bells are meant to announce my
arrival. I never had a dog. Where is my birthplace?
It was also hard to find on my first day of school, my
back was full of ants. I sat by the cow trough and
the village well. The water had only brought the women
sorrow, Great Aunt Jaka walked into the sea at the age
of twenty-one, close to Šibenik, and was washed up on
the beach by the waves, pregnant, they said. Jaka’s
mother and my great grandmother, Andjelka Grlovic, had
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Urgrossmutter, Andjelka Grlovic, hat an einem Heiligen
Sonntag im Frühjahr 1921 ihr Gesicht schön gewaschen,
sich gekämmt... und dann Kopfüber hinein, Körper über den
Stein und Sprung ins kalte Wasser, dort Aufprall und wie
kurz noch lebend unter Wasser... Die Andjelka Grlovic
zogen ihre zwei noch am Leben verbliebenen Tochter aus
dem Brunnen heraus. Eine von diesen beiden Kindern war
Marta Grlovic, meine Grossmutter.

washed her face beautifully on a holy Sunday in the
spring of 1921, combed her hair... and then head first,
her body over the rocks and a jump into the cold water,
an impact there and then it seemed as if she were
still, briefly, alive under water... Andjelka Grlovic
was pulled out of the well by the two of her daughters
who were still alive. One of these two children was
Marta Grlovic, my grandmother.

Grlovic Andjelka und ihre Tochter Jaka hat kein Prister
begraben. Wie dass es nicht genug war, dass Andjelka als
Bastardkind, eine von dem Weg abgeglittene Frau Kurva
aus Split ins Glück geholt wurde, auch ihr Tod war eine
Sünde. Die sonderbaren Namen Hals Grlović bekamen solche
Waisenkinder, damit sie sofort auch an den Familiennamen
erkennbar waren das Andjelka Engel hat sie als sie
grosser wurde geliebt.

No priest buried Grlovic Andjelka and her daughter
Jaka. As if it were not enough that Andjelka had been
brought to Joy as a bastard child from Split by a
certain Ms. Kurva who had deviated from the straight
path, her death, too, was a sin. Such orphan children
were given the strange name Hals Grlović, so that they
were immediately recognizable by their surname as
having been loved by Andjelka Angel as she grew up.

Ich wartete ohne Hoffnung, wartete auf Mutter, hatte Angst
dass ich sie nicht erkennen würde oder sie mich für immer
vergessen hätte. Ich werde ihr kein Wort sagen können.
Warten auf Mutter ist sinnlos, weil die Mutter ihrem
Geliebten nachtrauert, der Herzschwere hat den Heiligen
Juraj geschnitzelt und liegt gestorben in Mutters Armen
ewig.

I waited without hope, waited for Mother, was scared
that I would not recognize her or that she had
forgotten me for ever. I will not be able to say a
single word to her. Waiting for Mother is pointless,
because the mother is mourning her lover, with his
heavy heart he carved a figure of Saint George and lies
dead in Mother’s arms for all eternity.

Alles was mir von Bekanntem aus dem Glück noch zu fühlen
war, war Erinnerung an den Ton seiner oder ihrer Stimme
oder Farbe der Augen. Die Stimmen. Grosmutter Marta
umwickelt mich als Kind ins Flüstern der Geschichten, aus
ihren Mund in den schlaflosen Nächten in Chicago höre ich
alle anderen Stimmen drin. Es könnte durchaus sein, dass
diese Stimmen mich jetzt sehen, hörten und mich in sich
aufsogen. Das Licht veränderte sich ständig. Ich schlief
in einen Traumaschlaf.

All that was left for me to feel from what I knew
from Joy was the memory of the sound of his or her
voice or the colour of their eyes. The voices. Grandma
Marta envelops me as a child in the whispering of
stories. From her mouth I hear all the other voices in
the sleepless nights in Chicago. It is by all means
possible that these voices see me now, heard and sucked
me in. The light changed constantly. I slept in a
traumatic slumber.

Sah, Ich flog buchstäblich vom Schulhaus bis zum
Geburtshaus. Die Holzbretter-Türe war einen Spalt breit
offen. Ich trat in die Dunkelheit ein.

Saw how I literally flew from the schoolhouse to the
house where I was born. The woodboard-doors were opened
a crack. I stepped into the darkness.

Im grossen Raum stand nur ein Holz-Tisch. Auf dem
Tischsah ich Tod-träumende Augen, sie starrten auf mich.

In the large room stood nothing but a wooden table. On
the table I saw death-dreaming eyes, they stared at me.
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Meine Glückseligkeit mein Bewußtsein vermag nicht, das
Wimmelnde, Leuchtende des Raums in Ordnung zu bringen, denn
je schärfer es ist, desto grenzenloser wird, wenigstens
vorläufig, die Welt; das Selbstbewußtsein aber tritt hinein
wie ein Regisseur und macht eine künstliche Einheit des
Glücks daraus.
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My joyfulness my consciousness cannot bring order to
the swarming, glowing of the room, for the sharper it
is, the more limitless the world becomes, at least for
the moment; selfconsciousness enters like a director,
though, and makes of it all an artificial unity of Joy.

Immer leerer werden die Augen, immer aufmerksamer, grösser
in einem einzigen Raum welcher für die Augen gemacht ist.

The eyes are becoming emptier and emptier, more and
more attentive, larger in a single room which was made
for the eyes.

Sie könnten womöglich Menschen sein, jedes einsame Auge
ein gewesener Mensch, jedes zweite Auge sein Zwilling.
Ein Zwilling, welcher ein anderes mögliches Leben für ihn
austrug. Es ist möglich, in den Augen der Tod-träumenden
Gedanken zu lesen, dass es kein Geheimnis zwischen uns gibt.

They could possibly be people, each lonely eye a
person who had been, every second eye his twin. A twin
that carried off another possible life for him. It is
possible to read thoughts in the eyes of the deathdreamers, so that there is no secret between us.

Aber auch mit dem Lesen der Gedanken der Augen verfehlt man
die Wahrheit um Haaresbreite, sonst wäre einer Gott, was
natürlich keiner ist. Ich hielt mich fest an diesem Satz
fest. Guter Gott, Dragi Bože.

But even when reading the thoughts of eyes one misses
the truth by the breadth of a hair, otherwise one would
be God, which naturally no-one is. I held fast to this
clause. Good God, Dragi Bože.

Als ich mich von Schock des Glücks erholt hatte, schaute
ich durchs offene Fenster und erkannte in der vollbusigen
Frau meine Mutter. In dem jetzt von Rosen überwucherten
Garten stach meine Mutter ihrem Mann ins linke Auge. Ich
dachte an ein Kuhauge, so wäre die Szene glaubwürdiger zu
filmen. Ich schob durch das Fenster Film zu ihr, in welchem
eine langgezogene Wolke, die den Mond durchschnitt wie eine
Rasierklinge, ein Auge zerschnitt, während eine andere Hand
voller Ameisen war.

When I had recovered from the shock of Joy, I looked
through the open window and recognized in the fullbosomed lady my Mother. In the garden now overgrown
with roses my mother stabbed her husband in the left
eye. I thought of the eye of a cow, it would make the
scene more credible on film. I pushed the film through
the window to her, the film in which a long stretched
cloud, that the moon cut through like a razor blade,
cut up an eye, whilst another hand was full of ants.

Mutter warf das Messer in Rosenbusch und nahm den Film an,
undankbar.

Mother threw the knife into the rosebush and accepted
the film, ungrateful.

Durch das andere Fenster, welches sich automatisch
aufgemacht hat sehe den verträumten Vater. Er schwängerte
die Witwe seines Bruders mit der Zunge worauf das
neugeborene Kind von einer Hexe entführt wurde. Es kroch auf
mir und in mich von Fussen bis ins Herz eine Gewissheit.

Through the other window, that had opened itself
automatically, I saw the dreamy father. He impregnated
his brother’s widow with his tongue, whereupon the newborn child was kidnapped by a witch. He crept on me and
into me from my feet into my heart, a certainty.

Bald wird aus der Ferne das Meer in Glücks Wiesen sich
einfinden. Über dem Meer wird Glück wie in der Arche David

Soon the sea will arrive from the distance at Joy’s
meadows. Across the sea, Joy will swim as if in
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schwimmen. Die Hexe landete auf der Halbinsel Slatine unter
dem Walnuss-Baum und stellte den gestohlenen Kind ins
Kinderbett meines Bruders.

David’s Ark. The witch landed on the peninsula Slatine
under the walnut tree and put the stolen child in my
brother’s cot.

Engelsordnungen kehrten wieder. Neben mir stand die
Grossmutter, welche die Entführung des Schande-Kindes
mitansehen musste. Ach, die Grossmutter schmunzelte, wenn der
untreue Sohn wüsste vom wem er ist. Mein Vater war Sohn eines
Weinbauern aus ..... Die Grossmutter fühlte wie sie das erste
Mal die Bewegung des Kindes, des zehnten Kindes in ihrem
Bauch vernahm, jetzt.

The orders of angels returned. Next to me stood my
grandmother, who had to watch the abduction of the
child of shame. Ah, Grandma smiled, if the disloyal
son knew whose he was. My father was the son of a
winemaker from .... Grandma felt now how she had first
noticed the movement of the child, the tenth child, in
her belly.

Die Augen der Tod-träumenden tragen mich durch die Türe
hinaus, sie legen mich ins Nuss drin ist eine Schaufel, ich
weiss jetzt, ich weiss jetzt.

The eyes of the death-dreamer carry me out through
the door, they lay me in the nut, inside it there is a
shovel, I know now, I know now.

Dragica Rajčić

Dragica Rajčić’s house in Radošić
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Trans. Zahra Mani

Portrait of Dragica Rajčić, photographer Johann Holzner
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Emigranten /
Migrants /
Migranti
Translator’s note
Dragica Rajcic read
this poem in her German
original and her own
Croatian translation at
ALARM! in Hrelji. She
asked me to translate
it, live, into English.
The version printed here
is adapted very slightly
from my spontaneous
spoken word translation.
Zahra Mani
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Kinder wir reisen
kinder wir reisen
mit leeren koffern
wie reisende nie tun
wenn wir irgendwo einkommen
werden wir unsere Hende ausbreiten
das regen staub durchnesst
nie lange bleiben wir
was wir waren
zeit der trenen
zeit des lachens
wollten wir
auf dem Bergen lassen
Uns
zu treffen
hofften wir
in jenem Stadt auserhalb
des Namens
in jenem Dorf
wo wir empfangen werden
so als ob
Wir nie eine reise
angetreten sind

Children we travel
children we travel
with empty suitcases
as travellers never do
when we arrive somewhere
we will spread our hands out
so that rain will soak dust
never will we stay for long
what we were
time of tears
time of laughter
we wanted
to leave them on the mountains
we hoped
to meet
ourselves
in that town
beyond
name
in that village
where we will be received
as if
we never set off
on a journey

Djeco mi putujemo
djeco mi putujemo
s praznim koferima
što putnici nikad ne rade
kad negdje nekaad stignemo
mi čemo raširiti naše ruke
da bi kiša prašinu otopila
nedugo ostajemo
ono što smo bili
vrijeme rastanaka, suza
htjeli smo na bridima ostaviti
sami sebe
opet sresti
nadali se u gradu bez
imena
u onom selu gdje
će nas dočekati dobrodošlicom
kao da nikad nigdje
nismo ni pošli
Dragica Rajčić
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The Death of The Audience
At the time of the end
of history and ethical
crisis it is unthinkable
to engage in anything
else but ethics. In
this endeavour, I
move from art towards
life. I abandon forms
(illusions) and emphasize
the contents instead; I
live the answers to the
questions I pose as an
artist. This emphasis has
a form, but it becomes
less visible; its effect
disappears, there are
no embellishments; the
message stands out,
like a naked medium. The
sterility of digital
media has snuffed out
content and that’s what
is seen as the ‘death of
art’, the disappearance
of the unclear, the magic
of media and touch of the
hand.
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“Thus literature (it would be better, henceforth, to
say writing), by refusing to assign to the text (and
to the world as text) a ‘secret:’ that is, an ultimate
meaning, liberates an activity which we might call
counter-theological, properly revolutionary, for to
refuse to arrest meaning is finally to refuse God and
his hypostases, reason, science, the law.”
(From the essay “The Death of the Author” by Roland
Barthes, 1967)
The time of ambiguous “writing,” the one that implies,
that is hiding behind the texture and structure of the
media, the one that asks questions, the one that does
not give answers, the one that expects its fulfilment
from critics and audience, and that “refuses to arrest
meaning” is over.
It is over with the division into “performers” and
“spectators,” artists and audience.
These two positions merge into one that stands in
direct relation to life.
Everyone takes full responsibility of their own words.
I declare THE DEATH OF THE AUDIENCE!
There are two options ahead. The first is the one
generated by man, and that is the point of direct
connection with digital space, the moment of the
abolition of humanity, total control and insight into
inner critical thought, incentive and intention.
The option that is probable, visible, we live it,

though unconscious of the intensity and speed of its
realization.
This option abolishes the artist, the audience and art
for it abolishes the space of freedom and introduces
the censorship of art at the level of thought, idea.
The second option is seemingly less probable, “not
even an option;” it is not taken into account at the
“serious,” realpolitikal level; it is an intervention
of the extraterrestrial God by disrupting the
“progress” of the abolition of man and the possibility
of free choice.
In both cases, the individual stands alone before the
point of the final judgment, they are not and will not
be spectators, they must go through final lustration
alone, and take their position in relation to it,
whether human’s or God’s.
In the relations thus set up, the artist disappears,
the illusion behind which he has hidden his lack of
cognition disappears.
He is a man who, through his clear speaking up,
anticipating artificial intelligence, reaches Absolute
Cognition which constitutes the fundamental truth about
the nature of things and man.
Through such clear action, he assumes the risk of
determining meaning, accepting God and his foundations
– reason, science, the law.

The future of art does
not lie in new forms and
ambiguous questions,
but in a true content.
It is time for clear
answers. Such a dramatic
conclusion derives
from the awareness
that technological man
is striving towards
‘general knowledge’ and
a ‘direct link’ to the
digital. I see it as a
critical moment of losing
our humanity, and the
space of free will and
resistance. The only
artistic discourse, as
I see it, is the race
between man (artist) and
artificial intelligence
towards absolute
knowledge.
Tomislav Brajnović

Tomislav Brajnović
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Tomislav speaks of armageddon and singularity
in all his faith
in eternity beyond church
of a dissolution of the self
in a sea of control
we have built on the wings of technology and dreams
the matrix swallowing ideas in a swamp of control
precluding art
leaving us to show what has already happened
Tomislav Brajnović, photographer Daniel Devlin

Zahra Mani

The Beauty of War
With the Javorca - Resurrection project I had a nice
opportunity to revive the memories of childhood
visits to the ruined memorial church at Javorca with
excellent partners, images and sounds in a sensual
but abstract manner, thus connecting them to the
memory of the thousands fallen whose names survived
the war, burnt into wooden panels along both side
walls of the church which has finally been restored
and in which these names from invisible landscapes
echoed in female voices at the 100th anniversary of
its erection in 1916. Curious research connected to
the preparation of the project brought me to the
surprising fact that the Austrian writer Karl Kraus,
an avid opponent of the war in his chronicle ‘The
last days of humanity’ published an interview from
one of the Vienna newspapers in which a high official
of the K&K monarchy in charge of tourism answered
the question about the plans for tourism development
after winning the war with saying that everything
concerning the Adriatic sea is clear anyway and that
the most important feature of the Alpine region will
be the war cemeteries and monuments.
If Italian futurists with Marinetti found eleven
reasons for celebrating the ‘beauty of war’ (la
guerra ha una sua belezza, perche...) and if
Hemingway sarcastically described the Alpine
mountains as having beautiful cemeteries and that war
in the mountains is the most beautiful war of all
wars, then we can read Kraus’ citation as a document
of some ironic, futuristic but historically accurate
anticipation of the so called ‘dark tourism’.
Bratko Bibič
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Going Görtschitz.
The visible and the invisible
A flowing body of water gives the surrounding region
its name: Görtschitztal. In the Austrian federal
state of Carinthia, which is comprised of few basins
but many mountains and valleys (valley = Tal), this
is the norm. The valleys take their names from
the local rivers and streams, and are thus called
Drautal, Gailtal, Mölltal, Metnitztal, Gurktal,
Glantal, or Lavanttal. Only the bilingual Rosental
diverges from this pattern, its river not called
Rose, but Drava / Drau. The neighbouring Jauntal,
also bilingual and bisected by the Drau, is named
after the ancient Roman settlement Juenna. At the
centre of the Jauntal, the same Drau is joined from
the north by the Gurk. Before reaching this point,
the Gurk merges with three tributaries, the Metnitz,
the Glan, and the Görtschitz. The Görtschitz is one
of 18 rivers in Carinthia, and is also called Krčica,
the Lesser Gurk. The Lesser Gurk only carries this
name from Hüttenberg onwards, and surrenders it
again after 26.8 km in Brückl, where it joins the
Greater Gurk /Krka. But even before it becomes the
Görtschitz, emerging from northern Styria it is first
named Hörfeldbach, then Steierbach, continuing as
Görtschitz from the precise point where the Mosinz
burbles into it from the east. Numerous rivulets
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and streams, most of them flowing off the Saualm,
gradually feed the river, allowing it to swell to
a considerable size by the time it reaches Brückl.
Then it ceases to exist, while its water flows ever
onwards.
The catchment area of the Görtschitz measures 314.5
square kilometres. That is roughly the size of the
valley that goes by the same name. In terms of
its landscape, the valley is as beautiful as the
other Carinthian valleys. Its mountains are full
of precious minerals. People have settled here for
several thousand years. Larger settlements evolved
at the points where the waterways joined: Hüttenberg,
Wieting, Klein St. Paul, Eberstein, and Brückl. The
people in the Görtschitztal love their region. They
greatly appreciate the nature, living in a family
setting, and the vibrant village life. And they are
desperate for a clean environment, and an end to the
talk about HCB.
The Lesser Gurk / Krčica carries on, flows into the
Greater Gurk, which joins the Drau, which in turn
merges with the Danube and continues on to the Black
Sea.
Barbara Maier
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Portraits of people from Görtschitztal.
Notes from the photo journey
with Arnold Pöschl
To gaze at the valley from above and from the
sunny Saualm side, we drive to St. Oswald, to the
“Biolandhaus ARCHE”, the country home of the Tessmann
family. Ilmar Tessmann represents the second generation
to run the family establishment. He was one of Arni’s
portrait subjects two years ago. The holiday farm was
built by his parents Ilmar – a well-known dowser –
and Rosalinde Tessmann*. Ilmar sen. died a few years
ago. His widow has since established a bible trail
for hikers, with 15 separate stations. “It’s probably
the only one in Austria”, she says, and encourages us
to follow it, once she has studiously read aloud the
entire wording of the sign that marks the beginning of
the trail. Arni takes a photograph of the gaunt woman,
whose long white hair extends far down her back in a
plait.
The panoramic view from the hotel terrace is
overwhelming: To the south we can see almost the
entire length of the Karawanken range, with Triglav in
the southeast towering above all others; the Nockberge
in the north are dusted with snow.
We drive back down to the foot of mountain. How should
we proceed? How should we approach people? Who do we
choose? Just jump straight in, starting with the dairy
farmers!
*
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In Wieting, on impulse, we drive down a private road
leading to a property. The farmer’s wife happens to
cross our path. We roll down the window and explain
our request. Friendly but firm she tells us no, she does
not want to be photographed. Maybe her husband, but
he is working up in one of the higher fields. We briefly
consider this and then decide that we would rather not
disturb him. Did she know of anyone else in the area,
maybe even some young farmers, who might be willing to
be photographed? Yes, on the lower side of the road we
would find young farmer Müller, we should try there.
We drive down, and come across Bernhard Müller, who is
just leaving the barn along with the vet. We accompany
him and his dog to the pasture, and the photographs
with the cows are taken. He is one of 19 Sonnenalm
dairy farmers, as I discover the next day. From this
moment on – without realizing it – we are at the very
zenith of the Sonnenalm-HCB spiral.
Next, Bernhard Müller sends us to “Lorenz” on the upper
side of the road: “He’s definitely at home, I spoke to
him on the phone earlier today.” A few hundred metres
along the main country road, having taken a right
turn after the curve in the road, we see an older man
in a bright orange work jacket, who is trimming the
hedge in front of the house. We park the car in the
yard, where young Lorenz is using a special vehicle to

see portraits on pages 150-153
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transport silage to the cowshed. Arni takes a liking
to the vehicle. Later, he will manage to capture it in
a photograph, with Lorenz Erlacher as chauffeur.

website: It is lovely to live here, though the noise
from the road does also bounce across the valley to
this side of the mountain.

The old farmer is friendly and says, “I’m sure the
young lad will help you out”. Lorenz indicates that he
needs a little more time. He does not keep us waiting
for long. Arni positions him in the landscape, I hold
the flash umbrella. Now we return to the older man. I
seem familiar to him, as he does to me. We realise
we were both active in the Carinthian rural youth
association – back in the seventies! Yes, it’s Erlacher
Hans, a well-known figure in these parts. He confides
to me straight away that he probably has the highest
HCB concentration of anyone in the valley. Something
in me feels the need to put some distance between us.
He has 100 mg in his body, and it isn’t diminishing.
At first, immediately after the voluntary examination
and when he was taking special care with his diet,
the value dropped a little, but now it doesn’t budge.
Lorenz did not submit to an examination, but some
of the neighbours have similarly high contamination
levels. The farm is in the immediate vicinity of the
Wietersdorf cement plant. Hans gives us a detailed
run-down of what happened back in 2014, and tells us
that he was one of the individuals who contributed
to exposing the HCB contamination. In the end, Hans
Erlacher does agree to let Arni photograph him.

In response to our question about any older females
willing to be photographed, Gerhild points us to a
woman who lives at the bottom of the valley. We drive
there and draw a blank.

We keep to our plan of following recommendations and
are swiftly dispatched to the neighbours who live on
the adjoining property further up the mountainside.
There, we meet the farmer’s wife Gerhild Ratheiser near
the house. She is busy preparing a meal, “her men” are
unloading young heifers in the cowshed. She just wants
to drag a comb through her hair first. Arni invites
her to take up a position outside, amongst the fruit
trees. Behind her, on the other side of the valley,
the church of Maria Hilf sits majestically atop the
mountain. Unwittingly, Arni has selected this beautiful
backdrop, one which is of great significance to the
family, as they themselves declare on the Sonnenalm
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Now what? Soon, it will be noon, and we can feel the
first hunger pangs. We return to Klein St. Paul and
purchase some filled rolls from the Spar supermarket.
While we munch these in the car park, we watch the
children playing in the adjoining schoolyard during
break time. We don’t want to ask them for photos,
that’s not possible without parental permission, but
we do want to ask the teachers. We enter the building
and inquire of a passing cleaning lady where we might
find the head teacher: “Straight upstairs, first floor!”
We meet the amiable head teacher Michaela Moser, Arni
asks her to stand in the centre of the generously
dimensioned entrance hall, the features of which I
inspect more closely while the photos are being taken.
I marvel at the discrepancy. Even though the building
is in excellent condition and appears to have been
recently renovated, the pictures hanging on the walls
are from the 1960s – just as in my own primary school
days: two referendum images depicting 1920, a faded
large-format landscape photo of the valley. Not a
single new attractive picture with even the slightest
artistic claim in sight. The only recent picture is
the portrait of the Austrian Federal President. But
even there, the frame is old: The signature of HPB
Alexander van der Bellen has been cut off right in the
middle of the second line.
We continue on to the Sonnenalm dairy at the end of
the village, intending to do some shopping and to
get a look at the shop from the inside. As we reach
the car park, we spot the manager, Hannes Zechner.
I immediately address him, making the most of the
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unexpected opportunity. No, he does not want to be
photographed yet again. He’s been in the media too
much, but he is happy to talk to us for a little while,
and he invites us into his office. He feels traumatised
by it all and cannot bear to see another picture of
himself anywhere. He’d rather look to the future and
breathe new life into the craft: Baking bread is a
craft just like making cheese.
I spend € 16.50 on about ten delicious dairy products.
Arni chooses some chocolate milk, drinks it in one go,
and is delighted.
The artist Werner Hofmeister is our last desired
portrait object for the day. But we haven’t made an
appointment. I call him from my mobile. He says right
now suits him. He is at home, he and his wife just
returned from having a meal. He meets us at the gate
in his slippers: Where do we want to take the photo?
In the studio! He takes up a position at the centre of
the beautiful narrow room, and Arni takes photos of
Werner, who also runs the Museum for Source Culture.
The photographs capture him in full and close up. He
likes the latter a lot: Now he has some up-to-date
portrait shots, and he asks for copies.
Arni does not take the 8th portrait of Isa Pribernig
until January 2018. I was not able to accompany him on
that occasion.
All eight portraits are part of the exhibition Going
Görtschitz.
Barbara Maier
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photographer Arnold Pöschl
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Enterprise Z is a non-profit organization dedicated
to the realization of inter-medial and intercultural
performance and sound art in and for public
spaces. We strive to challenge boundaries in an
artistic context and to attract broad audiences
to contemporary genre-crossing performance art
that includes traditional and experimental forms &
methods. We have overseen the successful completion
of a wide range of international artistic projects
over a number of years. Artistic director Mia Zabelka
has initiated & carried out numerous major artistic
projects involving sound, light & media installations
as well as live performance art, with wide-reaching
resonance. We focus on interdisciplinary audio
& media art in urban and rural settings. Major
projects include Klangzeit festival 4 times a year
at Klanghaus Untergreith. Long-term collaborations
with Karin Schorm and Zahra Mani led to successful
initiatives including Engelspfad and the biennial
Phonofemme festival in Vienna, as well as many other
international cooperations. From 2010-12 Enterprise Z
was coordinator of Phonart – the Lost Languages of
Europe, a cooperation network co-funded by EACEA
Culture Strand 1.2.1 (Austrian best practice award
2012 from the cultural contact point in Vienna).

question established notions, improving the available
techniques and given structures. The violin and her own
voice and body are transformed in the process into sound
bodies which are at once organic and primal, screaming,
lyrical, composed and explosive.
She has collaborated with a string of exciting artists
from around the world, such as Pauline Oliveros, Dälek,
Lydia Lunch, Elliott Sharp, Phill Niblock, John Russell,
Maggie Nicols and Robin Rimbaud.
She has given concerts and performances at many Festivals
throughout Europe, America and Asia. Numerous CD, vinyl
and video releases. Recipient of highly regarded prizes
(3-time winner of the Prix Ars Electronica) and awards,
she was a guest of the DAAD’s (German Academic Exchange
Service’s) international artists’ programme in Berlin
and the Fulbright Commission in New York.
Mia Zabelka is currently the artistic director of
Phonofemme Festival Vienna and Klanghaus Untergreith in
the region of South Styria. She has been the projects
coordinator of Phonart – the lost Languages of Europe
2010-12 and Echoes from invisible landscapes 2016-18,
co-financed by the EACEA Creative Europe programme.

Mia Zabelka is a sound artist, composer as well as
an experimental violinist and vocalist from Vienna.
Comprehensively educated in classical music from early
age, she continued to construct and explore the limits
of sound and music in a language entirely her own, based
on the de- and reconstruction of the violin’s sonic
possibilities, expanding the range of the instrument
using live electronic devices, preparing it through the
insertion of alien objects between or on the strings and
innovative performance techniques.
Since her first release Somateme on Berlin’s Edition RZ,
Mia Zabelka has continuously explored sound and music as
physical phenomena, always pushing back the boundaries
in experimental performances and compositions that
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prevouis page, photographer Barbara Maier
right Mia Zabelka, photographer David Visnjić
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Mani d.o.o. was founded by Zahra Mani & Karin
Schorm in 2005. Mani d.o.o. is dedicated to the
dissemination of culture in Istria, Croatia and
Europe with international resonance. Through
collaborations and genre-crossing initiatives we
work with art organizations and other sectors such
as tourism, film, media, radio and local communities
to broaden a cultural awareness for art, culture,
regions and rural communities, positioning each
element in broader contexts. We aim to encourage
an ongoing dialogue between cultural actors and
audiences, to provide a platform for minority
cultures and bring various practices together in an
exchange which aims to strengthen a broader European
cultural identity whilst respecting diversity,
ethnicity, identity and individuality. We create
bridges between traditional, contemporary and
experimental forms of art, culture and communication.
We see ourselves as a communication hub, part of
a broader nexus of art and culture that crosses
over into daily life in order to foster culture in
communities.

Zahra Mani, from the UK and Pakistan, is a musician,
composer, curator and literary translator. She
studied German and Philosophy at Oxford and moved
to Austria in 2001. She founded Mani d.o.o. in
Istria, Croatia, in 2005, as an organisation
dedicated to creating trans-regional networks and
collaborative platforms for art and culture. Zahra
Mani has worked as a curator of various projects for
public spaces, festivals and inter-medial events in
Austria. As a musician, she performs live in various
constellations, composes and creates multi-channel
installations and radio art. Her work combines field
recordings, instruments and voices in an ongoing
exploration of sound and music. Her artistic and
curatorial work challenges notions of boundaries,
investigating and revealing the spaces between.

Zahra Mani, photographer Petra Cvelbar

Karin Schorm, photographer Petra Cvelbar

Karin Schorm has been active in the international
art-world since the 1980’s. As gallery owner,
curator, and creative leader she has contributed
greatly to the development of art in public space
and the reception of contemporary artwork in Austria
and internationally. Curatorial work includes On
Board for the Venice Biennale, Mondecho for the
Salzburg Festival, Engelspfad in Vienna, Sound Moves
in Full Colours for Graz as European City of Culture
2003 and various collaborations with festivals and
organizations such as WeinKlang (with Enterprise Z),
a festival which has been taking place four times
a year since 2007, PhonoFemme, launched in Vienna
2009 and 2010-12 the EU co-funded project Phonart
– The Lost Languages of Europe with Mani d.o.o.,
Enterprise Z, mamapapa (CZ) and RingRing (RS).
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Zveza Mink Tolmin Continuous activities of the
association Mink include representing cultural,
informative, creative, educational and international
cooperation practice in the field of musical concerts,
art exhibitions, and film. The general aim and vision
of Mink is the empowerment and optimization of
cultural and social capital within the context of a
region characterized by poor mobility infrastructure
due to the geographic location. We counteract this
infrastructure by inviting international artists to
the region. We try to counteract population decrease
& conservative social beliefs by bringing a “stream
of difference” into the region focussing on a strong
educational purpose for all inhabitants. All our
projects foster alternative ways to develop and
promote the region by combining contemporary arts
with regional rural heritage.
Janez Leban (1968) has been active for 25 years as
organizer/producer of cultural events and festivals
and as NGO activist. Since the beginning of the
1990s, it has been recognized as one of the important
factors in the introduction of fresh & contemporary
cultural practices, especially in the field of music,
in ‘’Invisible Landscape’’ of sub region Zgornje
Posočje. From the very beginning (1998) he has been
involved in the production of the International Art &
Music Festival Sajeta, last seven years as festival
director and a programme selector. Producer of a
large number of short films. In 2008, he received the
recognition award of Tolmin Municipality for his
achievements in the field of culture. Since 2004, head
of the Multimedia Centre Mink in Tolmin.
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Sanja Popov Leban, photographer Nina Majcan Šprajc

Sanja Popov Leban is a producer, project manager,
and works in PR. Member of Zveza Mink Tolmin since
her moving to Tolmin from Novi Sad in 2009. Team
member of Sajeta Art & Music Festival and Multimedia
centre Mink Tolmin. Experienced in NVO management
and independent production. Bigger projects: Echoes
from Invisible landscapes- international cooperation
project, Creative Camp Sajeta - International
Art&Music Festival, Magdelenca - international
festival of world cultures, KantOut - international
festival of poetry and music, FIŠ / FISch international festival of small and independent film
productions.

Janez Leban, photographer Sanja Popov Leban
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Wieser Verlag from Klagenfurt/Celovec (Carinthia,
Austria) has been building bridges between the East
& the West for the last 30 years with its publishing
programme. Lojze Wieser has published approximately
1200 books to date, he was the founder of the Wieser
Encyclopaedia of Eastern Europe and the exceptional
series Europa erlesen (Reading Europe) anthologies,
which include almost 10000 texts by 4000 authors.
Wieser Verlag disseminates Slovene, Croatian,
Serbian, Albanian, Bulgarian, Romanian, Hungarian,
Czech, Slovakian and Polish literature in Germanspeaking countries and has been responsible for
seminal translations, creating a platform and opening
doors for writers who were not yet known in Austria,
Germany and Switzerland. Lojze Wieser is deeply
committed to the European idea, fostering it through
art and language, and in his television series The
Taste of Europe exploring food & regions, in addition
to his active involvement in the cultural forum Geist
und Gegenwart in Austria.

Erika Hornbogner, born in Klagenfurt in 1971. Studied
in Vienna. Worked as bookseller, accountant, project
manager, and is currently the managing director of
two publishing houses.

Erika Hornbogner, photographer unknown

Lojze Wieser, photographer Barbara Maier

Lojze Wieser was born in 1954, Publisher. As
formulated by Bishop Kapellari, Klagenfurt/ Celovec
is the centre of his absence. The focus of his
program is Southeast European literature. Last
published: Im dreißigsten Jahr. Weitere Anmerkungen
eines Grenzverlegers (2017). Der Geschmack Europas
(The taste of Europe). Ein Journal mit Rezepten (A
journal with recipes). Die ersten Stationen (The
first stations). Weitere Stationen (Other stations).
Since 2013 presenter and author of the television
series The Taste of Europe which so far has broadcast
twenty-one episodes on ORF and on 3sat.
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University of Klagenfurt Founded in 1970, the
University of Klagenfurt quickly established itself
as a nationally and internationally recognised
critical research centre in the Alps-Adriatic region.
It has over 11,500 students from 96 countries. It
comprises three faculties (Humanities, Technical
Sciences and Management & Economics). The University
in general and the Humanities in particular stand
for interdisciplinary cooperation, multilingualism
and intercultural education, especially with regard
to the local Slovene minority. The Institute for
Cultural Analysis combines cultural studies and
cultural management. In the program Applied Cultural
Science the Institute investigates historical and
contemporary cultural heritage, everyday culture and
combines ethnography with artistic research.

Klaus Schönberger Univ.-Prof. Dr., studied Empirical
Cultural Studies, Modern History and Modern German
Literature (Tübingen & Aix-en-Provence). 1994:
Doctorate (Tübingen), 2010: Habilitation (Hamburg).
Following research in Tübingen, Stuttgart, Hamburg
and Zurich, in 2015 he became Professor of Cultural
Anthropology, Department of Cultural Analysis, AlpenAdria-Universität Klagenfurt / Celovec; 2016-2019:
Coordinator of TRACES (Transmitting Contentious
Cultural Heritages with the Arts, EU-Horizon 2020).
For Echoes from invisible landscapes, he conducted
ethnographic research for Selfies in Görtschitztal
together with Ute Holberger.
Barbara Maier, photographer Karin Schorm

Ute Holfelder, Dr. Mag., studied Empirical Cultural
Studies and Modern German Literature in Tübingen.
She earned her doctorate at the Friedrich Schiller
University Jena with the thesis Die Schwiegermutter.
Formung und Tradierung eines Stereotyps (The Motherin-Law. Forming and passing on a stereotype). She
has collaborated with artists on various projects
including Camera Phone Videos - Artistic and
Ethnographic Approaches to Representations of Youth
Everyday Worlds and Getting ‘Round with Headphones.
She has joined the Department for Cultural Analysis
in Klagenfurt in 2016. For Echoes from invisible
landscapes, she conducted ethnographic research for
Selfies im Görtschitztal with Klaus Schönberger and
co-curated the exhibition Going Görtschitz.
Barbara Maier, Science Communication & Cultural
Management at Alpen-Adria-Universität, Department Uni
Services. Degree in German Language and Literature /
Art History at the Karl Franzens University of Graz.
Curator of exhibitions and cultural events, Culture
& Science communication, lecturer, journalist,
publisher. Curator of the exhibition series Wissen
schafft Kunst, lecturer at the Department of Cultural
Analysis. Curator of the exhibition Going Görtschitz.
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Ute Holfelder, Klaus Schönberger, photographer Arnold Pöschl
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Guests and Artists
Lars Akerlund Guitar and other music studies at the Conservatorio del Liceo,
Barcelona, 1973- 76. Musicology at the University of Stockholm, 1977.
Electroacoustic composition, EMS/Royal College of Music, Stockholm, 1980-82.
Classical guitar (Master Degree), Royal College of Music, Stockholm, 198186.
Asferico, DJ & producer since 1995. Asférico embraces rhythmic minimal,
mental, atmospheric & experimental sounds. Responsible of the label, studio,
festival, radio show and platform: Störung. Mixing & Mastering engineer at
Störung Studios, Barcelona.

Viv Corringham (UK/USA) is a British singer and soundscape artist, currently
based in New York. Her work includes performances, installations, radio
works and sound-walks. She is interested in exploring people’s special
relationship with familiar places and how that links to personal history and
memory. She has an MA Sonic Art from Middlesex University, London and is
certified to teach Deep Listening by composer Pauline Oliveros.

Bratko Bibič is one of the most prominent and internationally acclaimed
Slovene musicians, an unconventional author-composer, accordionist,
performer-interpreter, cultural activist and urban theorist. As an allround artist Bibič invigorates the Slovene and international music scene
with bands including – Begnagrad, Nimal, Bratko Bibič & The Madleys, and
Accordion Tribe, featuring accordionists Guy Klucevsek (USA), Otto Lechner
(AT), Maria Kalianemi (FI) and the late Lars Holmer (S). The Madleys are
Bratko Bibič’s long- distance group, with changing personnel from trio to
larger ensembles.

Petra Cvelbar has always been drawn to music, either as a listener or
photographer. In Bohinj she met the great Slovene photographer Žiga
Koritnik. Ever since his workshop (2009) she has been addicted to
photography and music, both of which today form an integral part of
her life. She finds music a remedy and invigorating boost of energy. The
photos she takes during the concerts are her way of sharing the beauties
of the world, which is so nice to rediscover and abandon yourself to.
Currently, she’s holding the post of Art Director of the Slovene edition of
Cosmopolitan magazine.

Alexei Borisov lives in Moscow. Hi is a musician, composer, producer, sound
artist, event organizer, dj. Current Projects: ASTMA (with Olga Nosova),
F.R.U.I.T.S. (with Pavel Zhagun), Notchnoi Prospekt, duos with Anton
Nikkila, Anton Mobin, KK NULL, Jelena Glazova, Ylia Belorukov, Sergei Letov,
Kurt Liedwart, Sergej Kastyrko, Ignaz Schick, Katya Rekk, Andrey Kireyev and
many more.

Sturle Dagsland is a young and highly acclaimed musical outfit from Norway.
They alternate at playing on an array of instruments and electronics,
harmonically creating an expressive-progressive ever- changing soundscape
dominated by Sturle’s unrestrained innovative vocals ranging from ravening
ferocious screams to virtuous angelic chanting. Sturle’s distinctive voice,
large vocal range, multilingual lyrics and unique mix of contemporary,
indigenous and primal expressions has won him multiple Awards in the Nordic
countries and brought him to major music festival all over the world.

Tomislav Brajnovic, born in 1965 in Zagreb. He completed his first year of
study in fine arts in Den Haag, but graduated in Zagreb, from the Academy of
Fine Arts, in 1999, under professor Đuro Seder. In 2003, he earned his MA in
fine arts at Central St Martins College of Art & Design in London. Brajnović
teaches New Media, City Mapping and Re-contextualization at the Rijeka
Academy of Applied Arts.
Cashmere Radio is a not-for-profit community experimental radio station based
in Lichtenberg, Berlin. The ambition of the station is to preserve and
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further radio and broadcasting practices by playing with the plasticity and
malleability of the medium. It is an attempt to enhance and celebrate the
performative, social and informative power.

Roberto Paci Dalò, musician, film maker, theatre director, visual artist,
author and activist, has been active for years on the international scene.
He creates his work starting with sound and drawing, then expanding to
sculpture, installation, music, film, performance, and collaborative
projects, between institution, the independent scene, and pop culture. Art,
science, and nature are the key words of his oeuvre.
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Vid Drašler is from Bistrica ob Sotli, where he played in a jazz-rock band
Zmajev rep and in the Malik. With the Balžalorsky / Drašler trio he made a
breakthrough in Slovenian jazz. With no less subtlety he plays in a chansonoriented Orkestrada. One of his next peaks is the Drašler – Karlovčec –
Drašler trio whose noisy improvisation is in no way less clear than his
earlier more structured work. Vid has collaborated in several theatre
productions as well as with the Kombo Kombo jazz orchestra led by Zlatko
Kavčič.
Srđan Đuranović is a cinematographer from Novi Sad (Serbia). He began his
film activities as a cine amateur behind the camera in Kino Klub Novi Sad.
His field of interest are documentaries and especially ecological doc movies.
Author and producer of the TV series “Uprirodise” where the main goal is
to develop awareness of the need and possibilities of personal engagement
of children in environmental protection, providing basic guidelines for
children and parents. Last five years he is Sajeta’s moving eye and leader of
many film workshops.
Benjamin Finger, multi-instrumentalist and filmmaker, was educated at
Oslo Photo Art School before he became a director at the Film and TV
Academy (NISS) in Oslo. Since then he has done several short films, music
videos and participated at various photo exhibitions, besides working for
television. Benjamin is currently working as a creative freelancer and has
been composing music with a healthy disregard for genres since 2007, and
performing internationally.
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Friedel Hans, Ing. has his own studio outside of Vienna. They produce
professional and creative video films, and have a wide range of technical
means to transfer films and videos, and for the duplication and mass
production of analogue and digital media. He and his crew specialize in
filming and broadcasting live events and documenting concerts, theatre
performances, etc.
Sophia Härdig has through the years played with a kaleidoscope of
alternative rock and improv musicians. She has shared stage and studio time
with members from legendary international bands like Boredoms, Free Kitten,
The Hellacopters, AMM, Belle and Sebastian, OOIOO, Medusa`s Bed, David
Sylvian, The Cardigans etc.
Nicola L. Hein is a guitarist, sound artist, philosopher and composer. He
plays the guitar with his hands and plectrum but also with a lot of different
objects: screws, rulers, iron wool, violin bow, abrasive paper, magnets and
many other objects which are part of his musical vocabulary.
Werner Hofmeister, artist, born 1951 in Klein St. Paul (Carinthia), where
he works and still lives today. He studied Graphics and Design Studies
in Darmstadt and Serigraphy in Trier. In 2003 he founded the Museum of
Quellenkultur (Museum for Source Culture) in Klein St. Paul. In 2012 he was
honoured with the Federal Decoration of Honour for special services to the
community and for excellence in museum work.

Andrej Fon is an avant-garde songwriter from Sežana where he grew up with
many underground ad hoc groups and musicians. A wide range of different music
and concert environment gave Fon multi-instrumental skills and effortless
surpassment of genre and other sonic boundaries. Self-taught musician, he
is operating under many improvisational and experimental ensembles, thereby
gaining increasing recognition.

Susanne Kirchmayr aka Electric Indigo, born in 1965, is an Austrian music
producer, Techno DJ and feminist who performs under the name Electric
Indigo. Her stage name is a combined reference to her favourite colour
indigo and her affinity for electronic music. In 1998, Kirchmayr launched
Female:Pressure, a web-based database for female talent and was created
to promote mutual support and communication, and to provide a source of
information about artists.

Ryuzo Fukuhara is a Japanese dancer, living in Slovenia, he has been
receiving several awards and is performing and teaching throughout Europe,
Asia, and America.

Sandra Kocuvan is an EU project advisor and represents the cultural
department of the Austrian state of Styria in its external and foreign
relations. She is also a member of the Alp-Adriatic Alliance committee.

Grupa Batana Riccardo Bosazzi (guitar and vocals), Antonella RoccoŠugar (vocals), Luciano Šugar (bass and vocals), Giorgio Šugar (mandolin,
harmonica and vocals) and Giuseppe Bartoli (mandolin, trumpet and vocals).
The vocal and instrumental ensemble from Rovinj is specialized in the
performance of traditional Istrian songs such as bitinade and arie di nuoto.

Thomas Köner works across the spheres of audio-visual arts, installations
and music production, receiving numerous international awards. His
familiarity with both the visual and sonic arts resulted in commissions to
create music for silent films for the Auditorium du Musée du Louvre, Musée
d’Orsay, Centre Pompidou, installations for ISEA International Symposium
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on Electronic Art and the Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes Santiago de Chile.
His works are part of the collections at museums such as Musée national
d’art moderne, Centre Pompidou Paris, Musée d’art contemporain, Montréal.
His close relationship with sound art can be found in radiophonic pieces
for national radio stations in Germany and France, and his work as a live
performer, composer and producer.
Žiga Koritnik has been capturing images of musicians since 1987. He lives and
works in Ljubljana, Slovenia, where he is a regular guest on the music scene
and documents the Ljubljana jazz festival, the Druga godba festival, concerts
in Cankarjev dom and various other events across Europe, both large and small.
He is also involved in theatre photography and has regularly collaborated with
Mladinsko gledališče Ljubljana for more that 20 years.
Marko A. Kovačič comes from Ljubljana. He graduated from The Academy of Fine
Arts in Ljubljana, specializing in sculpture (1988). He was a member of the
Ana Monro Theatre (1981– 1991), as well as a member of the groups R IRWIN
S (1983–1985) and Zlati kastrioti (from 2000 onwards). As a self-employed
artist, he works on performances, sculptures, installations, video art, film,
and theatre and solo exhibitions. He received the Golden Bird Award (Zlata
ptica) in 1987 and the Zupančič Award of the Municipality of Ljubljana in
1994.
Ana Kravanja is a multi-instrumentalist, who creates music in duet Najoua
and in trio Širom. As a violin improvisator she coworks with many musicians
and dancers. She wrote the music for the Simon Belak’s theatre plays
Prometej and Sanjalnik and documentary Zazidan kamen Krasa.
Samo Kutin, born in 1982, is an instrumentalist and teacher, known for
his use of unconventional and homemade instruments. Beside performing in
diverse improvisational and ethno groups he also explores the unusual sound
potential of the medieval Hungarian instrument called hurdy gurdy (solo
album Plovilo, 2015 has had many positive critics). He performs frequently
throughout Europe and conducts workshops for adults and children, which
feature folk and improvisation music and the presentation of folk and
homemade instruments.
Katherine Liberovskaya is a video and media artist based in Montreal,
Canada, and New York City. She has been working predominantly in
experimental video since the late eighties. Over the years, she has produced
many single- channel videos, video installation works and video performances
which have been presented internationally. Her current work - in single134

channel and installation video as well as performance - mainly revolves
around collaborations with many new music composers/sound artists.
David Luznik is a self-taught sculpture & enthusiast. Since the very
beginning, actively present at Sajeta Art&Music Festival.
Svetlana Maraš, born in 1985, is a composer and sound artist from
Serbia. She works at the intersection of experimental music, sound
art and new media. Her musical work encompasses live electronic music
performance, electro-acoustic compositions, works for radio, sound and
media installations. Maraš has presented her work at international venues,
festivals and events. Maraš is currently director of the Radio Belgrade’s
Electronic Studio.
Carlo Mascolo improvised musician who draws on previous experiences such
as jazz, world music, computer music and improvised music,in search of
new timbric-sound effects. Sound spatialization is a fundamental aspect
of performances. In his improvisation, Carlo combines the legacy of the
past with the new sounds of synthesized modernity, through unconventional
techniques and modified inputs.
David Mase, artist, born 1986 in Klagenfurt, lives and works in Klagenfurt
and Vienna, studies in Architecture and a master class for Communication
Design at the Graphic Teaching and Research Institute, Vienna. Winner of
the Bank Austria Art Award 2014. Residencies at the Cite des Arts Paris and
in Smartno (SI). He contributed the graphic design for the exhibition Going
Görtschitz and the river installation The Görtschitz.
Niki Meixner, born 1973, kindergarten teacher, dancer, filmmaker,
artist, university lecturer, initiator and member of several cultural
initiatives such as hungry_body, IGKIKK, durch:formen, Philosophische
Versuchsreihen, TanzRaumK, last friday jam koroska/ kärnten, veryinstant,
capoeira carinthia, bewegungswerkstätte_skunk. Project manager at UNIKUM /
Universitätskulturzentrum Klagenfurt / Celovec since 2015. Meixner made the
sound collage with original interview sounds “My Görtschitztal”.
Mih & Me When Goran Farkaš (vocals, mih, tambura, fiddle) started travelling
from his home in Istria, Croatia, he brought his bagpipes and his passion
for the music and songs he grew up with: from Venetian “love” songs where a
mother gives her daughter to a rich count, to hardcore Slavic dramas where
drunk men are sold by their own wives. The cultural melting pot between the
east and the west of his region grew a little bigger when he met the Belgian
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diatonic accordion player Myriam De Bonte. The rhythms of balfolk and her
own tunes were added to the set. Together they selected their favourite
songs of both traditions: some funny or even rude, some melancholic and
touching. When a diatonic accordion meets a dead goat, surprises can happen.
Gregor C. Mìlena, author, publisher, translator. Lives across borders in the
Alps-Adriatic region.
Marjan Mirt, mag. art. is a sculptor, painter, designer, photographer and
art pedagogue- He has received numerous awards, including the gold medal for
sculpture at the Salon des Beaux Arts du Carrousel (Louvre) 2017; the DLUM
award in 2013 and 2017; Artfarers 2012 (Athens); The Penza Symposium 2009
and 2010 (Russia) and many more.
Phill Niblock (b. 1933, USA) is an artist whose fifty-year career spans
minimalist and experimental music, film and photography. Since 1985, he has
served as director of Experimental Intermedia, a foundation for avant-garde
music based in New York with a branch in Ghent, and curator of the
foundation’s record label XI. Known for his thick, loud drones of music,
Niblock’s signature sound is filled with microtones of instrumental timbres
that generate many other tones in the performance space. In 2013, his
diverse artistic career was the subject of a retrospective realised in
partnership between Circuit (Contemporary Art Centre Lausanne) and Musée de
l’Elysée. The following year Niblock was honoured with the Foundation for
Contemporary Arts John Cage Award.
Tamara Obrovac, composer, singer and flutist from Istria, is one of the most
impressive artists on the Croatian music scene, whose popularity has grown
through the influence of the Istrian folk music that has been the creative
force of her work. She sees jazz as a path to understanding music as a
whole; it has led her to an intensive investigation of her own regional
music awareness, so she offers us a new musical journey through the Istrian
and Mediterranean space and times. She writes lyrics in local Slavic and
Romanic idioms, and sings in the ancient Istrioto dialect. She performs
internationally and composes music for theatre and film, and has received
numerous awards.
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that saved a number of people who might otherwise have drowned in the
Mediterranean. He made the short film Refugee documenting his experiences at
sea, and talks publicly about the need to help, and the official political
obstacles that hinder help organisations like Sea Eye and Doctors without
Borders in their efforts to save people in need from drowning.
Roland W. Peball, student on the degree programme Applied Cultural Science
(Alpen-Adria- Universität Klagenfurt). Co-curator of the exhibition Going
Görtschitz.
Dr. Wolfgang Platzer born in 1966, historian, studied in Vienna and in
Bologna. Works in the field of ethnic groups,human rights and regional
cooperation in the office of the Carinthian state government as well as a
freelance journalist.
Arnold Pöschl was born in Klagenfurt in 1981. He studied History and
Cultural Studies at the Universities of Graz, Bologna, Vienna and Klagenfurt
and Photography and Audiovisual Media at the Higher Federal Institute of
Graphic Arts in Vienna. He attended the class for artistic photography at
the Friedl Kubelka school under the direction of Anja Manfredi. Pöschl
has been an independent photographer since 2009 and shows his work
internationally. During Echoes, he completed his MA in Applied Cultural
Science in Klagenfurt and co-curated Going Görtschitz. In the meantime, he
has completed his Master’s degree.

Johann Ogris, exceptional musician, tuba. He lives as a musician and music
school teacher in Klagenfurt.

Dragica Rajčić, born 1959 in Split, Croatia. Whilst still at school, she
started publishing poetry and short prose. In 1978, she first arrived in
Switzerland, following a circuitous route via Australia and Germany.
She started writing and publishing in German in literary journals and
anthologies. Her first volume of poetry in German, Halbgedichte einer
Gastfrau, appeared in 1986. She founded the newspaper Glas Kastela in
Croatia in 1988, and returned to Switzerland in 1991, after the war broke
out. She published five further books, dedicated herself to humanitarian work
and wrote about the war in Yugoslavia, as well as working in journalism
and studying social culture in Lucerne. She was awarded the Adalbert von
Chamisso Prize, the Meran poetry prize and the Ciampi Valigie Rose prize in
2015. She divides her time as a freelance author between Zürich, Innsbruck
and Rogoznica.

Johann Pätzold is a musician, composer and founder of the music project
secret of elements. He is also an activist dedicated to helping migrants,
and was a member of the crew on the Sea Eye, a boat from Rostock in Germany

Eduardo Raon is a portuguese harpist and composer established in Ljubljana.
His activity has had a wide aesthetic range of which contemporary, jazz,
experimental, ethnic, noise, pop, retro, rock and electronic music are all
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part of. In late 2013, he made his solo debut with the album The Drive For
Impulsive Actions.
Boštjan Perovšek (1956), musician, composer and soundscape artist, composes
experimental electro acoustic music. He specialises in creating bioacoustic
music based on the sounds of animals, especially insects. He plays on
his own or with the band SAETA. He also creates music for film, theatre,
performances and multimedia installations, as well as soundscapes for
museums and galleries. He works as sound engineer for film and video. He has
published a number of CD’s and his first vinyl LP, Bio Industrial Acoustical
(green) contains compositions from his bioacoustics and urban noise opus.
Jelena Popržan, born in Novi Sad (RS), lives and works in Vienna (AT). She
visited music primary and middle school in Zrenjan (RS), finished viola
studies in Belgrade and enrolled in post-graduate studies in Graz (AT).
After several international orchestral concerts, she continued as an
independent artist. Lately she is mostly engaged in the projects Catch Pop
- String Strong and Madame Baheux, but also participates in ad-hoc projects
and performs solo.
Uroš Rakovec studied at Berklee College of music in Boston and graduated
from the Landeskonservatorium in Klagenfurt. He has composed music for 50
theatre pieces in Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia with acknowledged directors
and made music for numerous TV series, films and commercials. He is a member
of various bands and ensembles, notably the Tamara Obrovac Transhistria
Ensemble, where he plays the guitar and mandolin.
Emil Strandberg (SE) Trumpeter Emil Strandberg is based in Stockholm,
Sweden, and is a member of Fire! Orchestra, Seval, and Pan-Scan.
Saffronkeira from Sardinia was established in early 2008 by Eugenio Caria.
His music moves between the minimal and ambient classic. The objective
of this project is anchored in the field of experimental electronics
using elements that depart from conventional music and even, at times,
meaningless. In July 2012 the first album debut on Denovali Records.
Colette Schmidt is an Austrian-Canadian cultural journalist who writes for
the Austrian Der Standard and lives in Vienna. She also specializes in
reporting on far-right extremist movements, human rights and the politics,
art and culture of remembrance. As an author, she is a member of the
Austrian theatre collective Theater im Bahnhof.
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Paul Schuberth, born in 1994 in Steyr (A), is one of the most visible young
accordion players in Austria. He has collaborated and played with Otto
Lechner, André Heller, Jelena Popržan, Paul Gulda, Bratko Bibič and many
others. He has had concerts in Austria, Germany, Italy, Bulgaria, Macedonia,
Serbia, Bosnia and Hercegovina and Slovenia. So far he has recorded 8
albums.
Janez Škof, actor, musician, diatonic harmonica. “Ogenj v ustih” music album
by Dane Zajc and Janez Škof. Lives with wife and children in Vrhnika near
Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Darla Smoking is a new musical project, formed by two experienced musicians
– one controlling the rhythms, the other electronics, samples and smokey
soundscapes. Brewing inside this dub-based entity are elements of history
and modernity, while at the same time Darla embodies a thousand distinctive
voices from all over the globe. Travel through them to the bloody river
banks of Mississipi or colourful Bollywood sceneries, explore hidden dark
corners of the Orient or observe some African tribes dancing and shouting
their war cries immersed in sometimes brooding and dark, sometimes lustrous
and dance-oriented fusion of dub, electronica, ethno and world music.
Andrea Sodomka, born 1961 in Vienna, is a composer and media artist. She
works in the fields of intermedia art, sound art, radio art, interactive
art and art-based research. She studied at the Academy of Applied Arts,
Vienna and at the Academy of Music, Vienna. Co-founder of alien productions,
together with Martin Breindl, Norbert Math and August Black. Since 2012
alien productions has been working on “metamusic”, an interactive sound
project for grey parrots, in cooperation with zoologists, interface
designers and theorists.
Ståle Liavik Solberg, drums & percussion, a central part of Oslo’s thriving
improvised music scene. His open and attentive drumming has received many
positive responses from musicians and audiences in both Europe and the USA.
Solberg is also known as one of the driving forces behind the series Blow
Out! in Oslo, and he curates the festival with the same name together with
fellow drummer Paal Nilssen-Love.
Paul G. Smyth is a musician, visual artist and designer, based in Dublin.
A member of The Jimmy Cake (described by the Irish Times as “the most
powerful musical force in Ireland”), Smyth is also Ireland’s foremost freeimprovising pianist. Since 1999, he has worked with musicians such as Derek
Bailey, Evan Parker, Peter Brötzmann, Keiji Haino, Barry Guy, John Russell.
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Anna Souček, born in Vienna, studied art history. She has curated a number
of exhibitions and was a founding member of the forum experimentelle
architektur (forum for experimental architecture). She has been working
for the ORF radio station Österreich 1 since 2004, presenting and editing
contributions for programmes such as Leporello, Kunstsonntag, Diagonal and
Kunstradio.
Miroslav Sretenović is a Belgrade-born multimedia artist, also known as
Incredible Bob. He works in the field of the so-called glitch art, where
artists structurally manipulate or recycle various types of digital or
analogue information such as pixels, feedback, drops, scrambles and other
video components all the way to different noise elements. Incredible Bob also
appears as a member of the digital art group RESTART and as a VJ regularly
collaborates with the guitarist and improvisator WOO. He has shown his
visual work at numerous festivals all over the world.
Tibor Szemzö, born 1955 in Budapest, is a composer, performer, media artist.
He graduated from Liszt Academy and Moholy-Nagy University of Arts Budapest.
Oriented by his diverse lines of interest towards the borderline areas of
the various genres. Founder of creative performing formations (Group 180,
Fodderbasis, Gordian Knot Cinematic Music Lab). Beside music compositions
he creates films and installations. His works are present across Europe and
beyond, and he has won numerous international awards.

hear it wherever he may be involved: as lead trumpet in many large ensembles
(Abbey Town Jazz Orchestra, Folkwang Jazz Orchestra, North East Ska*Jazz
Orchestra, etc.) and as soloist and improviser in smaller bands (Francesco
Cusa & The Assassins, Mizar Duo, Camatta Monk, Martello, Arbe Garbe, Radio
Zastava, Kick the Kid, Le Retour des Oiseaux and more).
Elisabeth Zimmermann has been involved in radio art projects, symposia, CDs,
publications, and international telematic art projects. Since 1998, she has
been the producer of the weekly radio art program Kunstradio - Radiokunst on
the cultural channel Ö1 of ORF. She is one of the chair persons of the EBU
Ars Acustica group since 2010. She is one of the editors of the book “ReInventing Radio - Aspects of Radio as Art” Revolver, Frankfurt am Main, 2008
and she has been part of the curatorial team of the festival Radio Revolten
in 2016.
off, photographer Karin Schorm

Nadine Thaler, student of the degree programme Applied Cultural Science
(Alpen-Adria- Universität Klagenfurt). Co-curator of the exhibition Going
Görtschitz.
Jure Tori is an accordionist and composer whose melodies smell of wine and
soil and carry the air of the Pannonian Plain, the Mediterranean, the Alps
and the Balkans. Tori has played in many different places, from underground
coal mines to the very top of the mountains. The intimacy of his delicate
solo accordion embraces the warmth and cosiness of a fire place while his
powerful folk punk band Orlek rocks the biggest stages of the world. Jure
Tori has performed in small villages and on most important stages all
around the world. His compositions are part of the curriculum programme
for students of accordion, and The Slovenian Music Information Centre has
published his compositions on their compilations. Tori’s work can also be
found in animated films, features and documentaries.
Flavio Zanuttini - Named as one of the best Italian jazz trumpet players
by the magazine Musica Jazz, his sound and approach are unique and you can
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Enterprise Z thanks the Austrian Federal Chancellery for Art
and Culture, the Cultural Department of the State of Styria and
the Alps-Adriatic Alliance for their support for Echoes from
invisible landscapes.
Mani d.o.o. extends special thanks to Elisabeth Zimmermann,
Anna Souček and Elmar Peinelt at ORF OE1 Radiokunst-Kunstradio,
Bruno Krajčar, Jana Radić, Vesna Ivetić and Ozren Kiza at HRT
Radio Pula, Ksenija Stevanović, Ivana Neimarović and Bojan
Djordjević at Radio Belgrade 3, and Darja Hlavka and Gregor
Pirš at Radio Slovenij ARS in Ljubljana, as well as Roberto
Paci Dalò from Usmaradio San Marino, Gregor Waltl from Radio
Waltl and Angelika Hödl and Tomaž Verdev at Radio Agora.
In Istria, we are grateful to Dubravka Svetličić of Pučko
Otvoreno Učilište Grada Rovinja for her support in publicity,
organisation and space at MMC Rovinj, and to the Opčina Žminj
and especially to TZ director Lenka Šajina for her ongoing
support. Boris, Silvia & Diego, Nedeljko and clan, Matej, many
thanks for your help and involvement.
ZMT thanks Občina Tolmin, Tolminski muzej, Hotel Dvorec Tolmin,
LTO Dolina Soče, Društvo EKO Anhovo, Kino Šiška Ljubljana,
Poslednji muzej sodobne umetnosti Logje, Club tre populi, Punto
Giovani (Gorizia), KaTV Tolmin, Zavod Alcedo, Mileta Grujić
(sound recordings), Goran Jevtić & Srđan Đuranović, (photo
dokumentation), Borut Čelik (sound recordings), Zdravko Duša,
Tomaž Šavli, Tomaž Fon, Urška Mežnar.
The University of Klagenfurt Team would like to thank the
students from the applied studies of cultural science –
Katharina Fruhmann, Denise Lueder, Jana Pilz, Arnold Pöschl,
Daniel Schöffmann, Nadine Thaler, Roland W. Peball – for their
commitment to collecting and analysing facts and figures,
and for creating the posters. Our sincere gratitude also
goes to all those who were willing to talk to us and who
gave us personal insights into their lives and their way of
thinking. Special thanks are due to Jasmin Pucher, who made
our ethnographic research much simpler, by introducing us to
numerous contacts.
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Going Görtschitz.
Eine ethnografisch-künstlerische Erkundung des Kärntner Görtschitztales
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“Die Quelle“ der Görtschitz in Hüttenberg, photographer Arnold Pöschl

In der „Heft“ bei Hüttenberg, photographer Arnold Pöschl
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Nördlich der Abzweigung Stranach – Graben, photographer Arnold Pöschl

In Wietersdorf, photographer Arnold Pöschl
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Am Oberen Platz in Eberstein, photographer Arnold Pöschl

Die Mündung von Görtschitz in die Gurk, Brückl, photographer Arnold Pöschl
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Rosalinde Tessmann, Senior-Gastwirtin in St. Oswald,
Bernhard Müller, Bauer in Wieting, photographer Arnold Pöschl

Hans Erlacher, Altbauer in Wieting, Raffelsdorf
Lorenz Erlacher, Bauer in Wieting, Raffelsborf, photographer Arnold Pöschl
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Gerhild Ratheiser, Bäuerin in Wieting, Oberwietingberg
Michaela Moser, Volksschuldirektorin in Klein St. Paul, photographer Arnold Pöschl

Werner Hofmeister, Künstler in Klein St. Paul
Isa Priebernig, Bäuerin in Hochfeistritz, photographer Arnold Pöschl
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Photostretch Görtschitztal, photographers Ute Holfelder,
Barbara Maier, Arnold Pöschl, Klaus Schönberger

Photostretch Görtschitztal, photographers Ute Holfelder,
Barbara Maier, Arnold Pöschl, Klaus Schönberger
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Photostretch Görtschitztal, photographers Ute Holfelder,
Barbara Maier, Arnold Pöschl, Klaus Schönberger

Photostretch Görtschitztal, photographers Ute Holfelder,
Barbara Maier, Arnold Pöschl, Klaus Schönberger
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www.echoesfrominvisiblelandscapes.com
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Selfies in Görtschitzal, photographers Elisabeth, Sebastian, Lisa,
Jasmin, Stefanie, Martin, Florian and Julia
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Partners and Sponsors
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